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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

About 75 percent of India's population lives in rural communities and is 
employed in agriculture and related sectors. With urblanisalion and 
industrialisation. the proportion is likely to decline to 60percent but (fe to 
rapid population growth, the absolute numbers employed on agriculture will 
substantially grow. The productivity of irrigated agricuture (IA) has been 
relatively low. Rural poverty, lack of adequate inputs' small hold ings and social 
divisionsdue to caste-religion-politics have been qiie of the identified maladies. 

Economic development of rural societies through peoples' participation and co
operative movement has been attempted by farmers and their leaders in several 
sectors of (levelopme tit. However. though considered as absolule necessity lor 
prdmuctivity, IA has not received adequaLe attention. Water minameemIenlt (WNI)
culminating into irrigation nianagemient (IN) has been practised through 
Governments in Irrigalion Departments (ID) because surf'ace wte.r developienlt
 
was carried oit through II)s dirimii he last 40 \ears.
 

Farmers reained as recipilnis only. while several deliciencies surfaced. In case 
of' round-vater resour.es the development look place mostly in private sector. 
()nlV a small i)orth is uilcr (Iovernment admininistiratm. All .overnmieni 
Immiaied and alel,, liiiaaged systemits cLoer several aid holdillLs whicha fewv il.' 
have to share the available water supplies. 

It is widely recognised that such are into theif1 fIarimers organised F()s. sharing 
can become more equilable, less wasleful and more produclise. For this 
liirpose. organisalional and procedunl changes (OPC) are necessary. so that 
lie INI systems can be tirned over (TO) to FOs. The National and State water 

policies have incorporated these concepts during ihe last decade. Along with 
this managerial change. lhe IDs have recognised thal RWS. volhilietric 
measurement arid appropriate pricing of water are necessary to enahic removal 
of various identified deliciencies. 

Programmes 

The Gujarat State has been one aniongst several States where the governments 
have taken active steps to introduce the concept and experiment in setting up 
FOs. The GOG has pronounced its commiitment and has initiated OPC through 
CADA. GWRDC and WALNII. Non government Organisarions (NGOs) like 
Sadguru Water Development Foundation (SWDF) and Agha hKhan Rural 
Support Programme (AKRSP) have provided caltalytic action in surface lift 
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schemes and medium irrigation projects. External funding through World Bank
(WB) was instrumental in introduction of Rotational Water Supply (RWS) and 
three tier users' collmittees for belter IM. 

The Action Research Programme (ARP) launched under [he aegis of USAID 
was conducted in the State with some significant results. All these efforts have 
not necessarily culminated into successes. There have been failures. Butsonie 
the spread of the efforts has been practically all over the State covering all the 
agro-cliimatic sub-zones and both surface and ground-water sectors.The coverage
has been less than Ipercent of irrigated command but qualitatively, experiences
have been wide ranging throwing up useful indicators. The present enumeration 
and analysis of the work done is taken up under Irrigation Support Programme
for Asia and Near East (ISPAN) as a follow up of ARP. 

The irrigated area in the State will ultimately comprise 3.94 M ha through
major, medium and minor surface water schemes and 2.55 M ha through
ground-water schemes. Abodit 50 percent coverage through surface waters is 
to be realised through the Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP). Potential development 
so far is about 53 percent. If the concept of FOs succeeds, it has a sizeable 
potential for adoption through viable models and approaches. 

Projects 

In surface water sector, experiences have been generated in Ukai-Kakrapar
projects of South Gujarat, 5 projects between rivers Tapi and Narmada where 
AKRSP has acted as a catalytic agent for four, 2 projects viz. Mahi and Panam 
in central Gujarat and projects like Fatewadi, Khari-cut, Dantiwada and Dharoi
in North Gujarat. In Saur,,,;:tra, Machhu-i and Uben projects have tried out 
the concept. SWDF has successfully experimented in central Gujarat in 
Panchmahals district in setting up, operating and maintaining surface lift 
schemes. Info'mal FOs have been successfully managing IM, albeit partially for 
a long time as in Kharicut in central Gujarat and Lalpari projects in Saurashtra. 
In ground-water sector, GWRDC has made serious efforts with partial success. 
It has been observed that farmer managed systems performed about 1.5 times 
better than adjoining systems managed by Government. Chapter 2 enumerates 
these experiences and provides analysis to arrive at conclusions, findings and 
lessons on each component of the effort,viz. FO, OPC, and TO. 

Farmer Organisations 

Certain minimum conditions on ground help initiation of the process of
formation of FOs. The improvement of IA through better IM and WNI has to 
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be at the core of the objectives. It must be a felt need of the farmers who want 
to remove the deficiencies like iniquitous distribution of water, over irrigation
and wastage resulting into degeneration of land and low productivity. Amultidisciplinary catalytic team is necessary . It should have the confidence andsupport of government. The line department must be enthusiastic and should
have co-operation of Agriculture and Co-operation Departments (AD & CD).
The climate has to be built up consciously and painstakingly by the ID through
appropriate incentives and motivating factors. 

The entry point for a formal FO in any irrigation system has to be such thatfinancial and organisational viability is assured while it does not cause
unwieldiness. Registration process does take long initially, but with good models
around, diffusion is faster. Help of CD is useful in accelerating the process. 

The FO must become financially viable. It should be able to buy irrigation water 
on a whole-sale basis (volumetric) and distribute it to members sayon 
crop-area basis in retail. If retail collections are more than whole-sale price, the
FO becomes financially viable. Such FO can then become organisationally also
viable, making democracy function. Collection of water rates and payment to 
government has to be the central aim of sustainability. Once this is achieved,
the FO can diversify in other fields of IA. 

The human resources development (HRD) has to be taken care by institutes like
WALMI and NGOs. They have to reorient the ID staff for taking on this vital
task. They have also to train NGOs, farmer leaders and grass root level workers
who wield influence with the masses. Ultimately the experiences and
experiments should upthrow feasible approaches which can be utilised in 
expanding the FO concept 

Turnover 

Turnover has been considered as a process for transfer of management of
infrastructure and O&M of irrigation system to FOs while bestowing
appropriate authority and functional autonomy through a MOU between ID
and the FO. It aims at replacing ID from the system almost totally, save, the
ownership. It also presupposes that the FO has become financially viable and is on way to become financially and organisationally sustainalble. In Gujarat
systems, TO has not been necessary in SWDF area of ownbecause efforts at
building the system. In ground-water schemes, TO has been effected in various
schemes, while in surface water sector, TO has taken place only in twenty five 
schemes. The experience has been rather limited. 
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Organisational and Procedural Changes 

Various changes are called for in O&P matters to make a FO viable and then
sustainable. These include legal changes which empower ID itself, its line staff 

and the FOs. GOG had promulgated an ordinance in 1989 modifying the 
Bombay Irrigation ACT. 1879 (BIACT) as amended from time to time. It 
however lapsed in absence of its adoption by the State Legislature. The bill is 
now under reconsideration of the State. Pending its enactment, the present act 
needs to be amended to enable the thrusts to IM through FO,OPC and TO. It 
is obvious that legal provision by themselves do not bring about change in 
administration. Strong political backing is required to implement such 
provisions. 

Meanwhile. the GOG has issued administrative orders to help efforts in this 
direction. A working group has been set up under the Chairnanship of the 
Chief Secretary to adopt and implement these concepts. A Standing Committee 
tinder the Chairmanship of the Secretary, NWRD will act on behalf of the 
Working Group. It is hoped that these developiments will hasten OPC. 

The organisational changes include rest ruci uring of ID at lower level, as F()s are 
torned. It would conprise reduction of lower level stal and their 
redeployment. It would also mean employment of required persons in FOs 
witlhout increasing financial hnrden. The proce(lural changes required for a 
snmoth change over would comiprise adoption of RWS. volumetric 
measurement and distribution. identification of duties of FOs: and reorientation 
of ID line staff to face new situations. 

Recommendations 

The experiences though relatively limited in coverage have thrown up various 
ideas which if adopted could lead to a wider spread of the concepts of FO.OPC 
and T(). The imlportant recommendations are as follows. Specified research 
a;gcnda to probe unanswered questions is also recoinmended. 

If adoption of a comprehensive legislation is likely to take time. the 
present Bombay Irrigation Act. 1879 may be amended to provide for 
formation of FOs with a specific stipulation that the irrigation water 
supply would be made available only to FOs. Volumetric supply and 
RWS being in overall interest of farmers, should be incorporated in the 
Act. Wherever necessary. atransition period of one or two years may be 
prescribed. 
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" NGOs' catalytic role would remain limited to promotion of FOs as 
models. Tile primary responsibility for forming FOs in irrigated areas 
would be with ID for which the line staff may be trained, motivated and 
assigned the tasks of catalyst. 

* The catalyst should not withdraw before FO's viability is established; nor 
should it stay too long to cause over dependence. 

* 	 The ID should launch multi-media mass awareness programme amongst 
target water users. 

" 	 A three tier F() comprising (i) informal set up at outlet level (ii) a formal 
FO at minor level catering upto 500 ha. and (iii) a federation at 
distributary level is recommended. 

* 	 Water rates should reflect its scarcity value from time to time. They
 
should be based on volumetric bulk supplies to FOs.
 

* 	 A generalised model MOU based on experience generated so far may be 
issued early to serve as a guide for intending F()S. Alternative models 
may he considered. 

* 	 Appropriate IIRD programme should he devised for ID line staff and 
farmers for co-operative participation. 

" 	 Superintending Engineers may be empowered grant approval toto 
formation of F()s as per government guidelines. 

* 	 Government policy may be revised to ensure construction and 
maintenance of field channels by FOs while assuring continued technical 
guidance. 

* 	 Incentives may be provided for motivating line staff through Ierformance 
appraisal. 

S iTherole to he performed by ID. CADA and WALMI in future may be 
assessed and studied in depth to enable their effective transformation. 

* 	 Efforts may be made to revive non functioning FOs after removing the 
causes through suitable remedies. 
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Next Steps 

The report suggests a practicable action plan for the next three years. It is felt 
that these steps if taken will take care of some short term concerns while setting 
up pace for action for long term possibilities. In brief, following steps are 
suggested for the next three years: 

1995 Launching all pilot projects; Moving the new bill or proposals to 
amend BIACT. Issue of policy-model MOU/MOA - volumetric 
water rates. Modification of policy about field channels. 
Simplification of registration process. Training of catalysts, line 
staff and farmer leaders of pilot project commands. Setting up of 
task forces. Starting work on research agenda. Setting up of 
co-ordination mechanism between ID-AD-CD. 

1996 	 Review of role of ID - CADA - WALMI and reorientation training 
of farmer leaders and line staff. Feedback on causes of failures and 
proposals for future. Identification of catalysts. Restructuring of ID 
to suit new role. Setting up of diffusion targets in 4 different 
categories of projects. Setting tip federations on Mahi and Tapi 
commands. Public awareness campaign. 

1997 	 Finalise targets for ninth Five Year Plan. Set up confederation on 
at least Mahi and Tapi systems. Trials for privatisation. Start with 
Narmada FOs in a concentrated manner. Set up a conflict 
management mechanism outside government fold. Attempt 
diffusion on a large scale and provide mid course corrections. 
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Chapter I 

BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

The present series of reports covering States of Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Tamilnadu, Bihar and Himachal Pradesh tries to capture various experiences
with FO promotional sustainability generated so far, enumerates the efforts
made and brings out recommendations for strengthening this movement.
Common deficiencies noticed in the existing systems in Gujarat relate to lowwater rates inadequate to cover even O&M costs. crop area based
water-supplies and rates, and low level of water use efficiency. This situation hasresulted in a lag between titilisatioi and potential, inequity in distribution. 
structural dfliciencies in distribution network, over-irrigation and conseqitent
ill-effects. and low level of recovery of water charges. 

It has been recognised that these deficiencies can be stubstantially eliminated byincreasing tire waler rates and levying the same on volumetric basis to groups
of farmers and also by prudent on farin water managenlent(WM) which could
comprise constriciu, and maintenance of field channels, fixing turns forreceivin-z walcrs. avoidance of wvastage and sharing of distress as well as surlplus,
assessment and collection (ofwater fees and remittance to Governient. drainage
of excess walers. conunctive use of surface and ground waters to maximise 
productivity and on farm (levelopmient (OFD) works. 

For this purpose, participation of farmers or community involvement in the 
process is important. The concept has been advocated in the country sincelaunching of fhe sixth ive year plan (FYP). The National Water Policy (NWP)
in 1987 emphasised this need. Articles 10, I. 12 of NWP are kept at Annex
A for relerence. They confirm this position alongwith need for removal ofdeficic:icies in INI. For this purpose, it advocates rotational water sutpply (RWS).
volumetric Ineastrlh elt- sutpply-charging of water. colnniand area development
(CAD) activities and raising of water rates. 

The Gujarat State report describes efforts made by Government of' Gujarat
(GOG) in Narmada and Water Resources Department (NWRD) through itsorganisations, besides those made by farmers on their own or with the help ofvoluntary agencies (VA) and non Government organisations (NGOs). It covers
the three thrust areas of formation of FOs. OPC for promoting andstrengthening of FOs and the process of TO. Through this narration, the report
aims at analysis of successes and fai lures. identifying tile lessons learnt and
making recommendations for future action. 



Gujarat State and Its Irrigation Systems 

The State of Gujarat lies in Western India between tie rest of tile peninsular 
region in the South and Indo-Gangetic plains in the North. It has a geographical 
area of about 19.6 M ha and falls in the agro-climatic zone 13 of tie country.
However, on tile basis of climate, topography, soil types and rainfall it is further 
divided into 7 sub-zones (Figure 1). Tile State accounts for about six percent 
of area and five percent of population of the country. 

It has a long coast-line along the Arabian sea in the West and low lying plains.
Its mainland is encircled by hills in the South, East and North-West. The 
Saurashtra and Kachchh peninsulas comprise undulating topography with hills 
rising in the middle causing natural drainage in all the four directions. The 
districts of Kachchh, Banaskantha, Mehsana and Surendranagar comprise 
sizeable low lying desert land mass. 

Four inter-State Rivers viz. Sabarmati. Mahi, Narmada and Tapi flow through
Gujarat before they meet the Arabian sea. Besides, there are several rivers 
which originate in the State and meet the sea. Rainfall occurs during less than 
100 days of monsoon and varies from 340 mm in the North-West to over 
1800 mii in South. However, most areas of II out of 18 districts of the State. 
North of River Narmada are drought-prone. High evaporation rates accentuate 
the deficiency of soil moisture in these districts. 

As against the total geographical area of 19.6 M ha. 10.7 M ha are reported
under dry lind farming, 3.8 M ha in the command of irrigation projects and 
1.2 M ha as coastal saline lands. About 73 percent area is rain-fed. Tile 
harnessable water resources would provide irrigation to 6.5 M ha of which 4.0 
M ha will have the facility of surface irrigation and 2.5 M ha can be irrigated

by ground-water. Out of 4.0 M ha of surface irrigation, Narmada project would
 
irrigate about half the area. Thus including Narmada about 6.5 M ha out of 
12.5 M ha of cultivable land of Gujarat will have irrigation facility. Source-wise. 
ground-water would provide irrigation to nearly 20 percent, canals 29 percent.
tanks and other sources 3 percent of cultivable area. 

South Gujarat upto river Tapi (sub-zone 1) issurplus in available surface waters. 
Central Gujarat between Tapi and Mahi Rivers (sub-zones 2 and 3) has 
adequate resources. Areas North of Mahi (sub-zone 4) have increasing water 
deficit towards North. Saurashtra peninsula (sub-zones 6 and 7) is mostly water 
deficit excluding sub-zone 7 south of Girnar hills. Kachichih peninsula (sub-zone
5) is again water deficit. Ground-water potential is very limited South of Tapi
and is confined to plains North of Tapi. Sizeable aquifers enabling sinkirig of 
lubewells exist in this area. But as one enters in water deficit regions, findsone 
that aquifers are being mined. In Saurashtra. ground-water availability is very
limited. In Kachchh. there are some good aquifers with limited potential. 



-- 

---- ---------------------------------------------------

Irrigation development has taken place through 10 major schemes each 
covering irrigation command more than 10000 ha, 90 medium schemes (each
between 2000 and 10000 ha) and over 5000 minor irrigation schemes (each
less than 2000 ha). About 10, 40 and 3500 numbers of schemes respectively
in these categories are yet to be built. Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP) on River 
Narmada is designed to irrigate about 1.8 M ha. Irrigation schemes based on 
surface waters cover large areas covering thousands of land holdings. Minor
irrigation schemes relatively have very small numbers of land holdings. The
reliability of water availability however reduces as the size of the scheme 
reduces. There are some lift irrigation schemes based on reservoirs or canals.
Some are based on small weir schemes built on tributaries and rivers which carry
adequate post- monsoon flow and are 	mostly restricted in sub-zones 1, 2 and 
3. 

Dug-wells and shallow bores have given way to deep tubewells over the last
three decades. A small proportion of about 15 percent irrigation from
ground-water isdone through Government owned tubewells. Table I indicates 
the 	area irrigated alongwith ultimate potential both in surface and groundwater 
sectors. 

Table I
 
Status of Irrigation Potential and Coverage by FOs
 

(Lakh ha) 
Sr.No. Item 	 Ultimate Created Area Col xi0
 

Irrigation Potential covered Col.4
 
Potential (June 1993) Under FOs
1 2 	 3 4 5 6 

A. 	Surface Water 

1. 	 Major & Medium Schemes 18.00 12.72 0.06 0.47

(without Narmada)


2. 	 Narmada Project 17.92 -
(including conjucti\,e use)

3. 	 Minor Irrigation Schemes. 3.43 1.98 0.01 0.51 
-------...........------------------------------------------...
 

Sub total (A) 	 39.40 14.70 0.07 0.48 
B. 	 Based on ground water 

4 WRD 	 2.835 Private Sector 	 25.48 17.17 0.12 0.60 

Sub total (B) 25.48 20.00 0.12 0.60 
-- - -- o5---------------------------------------

Grand Total 	 64.88 34.70 0.19 0.55 
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Depending on adequacy of water supply fron irrigation schemes, cropping 
pattern has evolved. In south and central Gujarat besides some areas of 
Saurashtra, perennials and cash crops can be grown which give the IA 
substantial financial viability. In Saurashtra, Kachchh and North Gujarat 
(sub-zone 4), farmers rely on cereals and two seasonals. Obviously, such 
schemes aim at providing protective irrigation in monsoon and maximtl 
possible support for winter crops. The agro-clinate of a region undoubtedly has 
a profound impact on irrigation supplies and farm produce. 

A surface flow irrigation project comprises a dan or a weir to store and divert 
flow into a main canal. The water reaches a farm through a distribution system 
carrying and distributing the flow, enroute comprising branch canals, 
distributaries, minors, water courses and finally field channels. Size of the main 
canal depends on the size of the irrigation scheme. A water course is the 
smallest in the system carrying 0.5 to 1.5 cusecs of flow. Entire system upto 
water courses is maintained by ID. The field channels take off from water 
courses and terminate at farm gates. At present they are constructed and 
maintained by ID. although originally it was the responsibility of farmers. Figure 
2 indicates a typical. distribution system. The irrigation water is supplied to 
farmers on crop-area basis as per sanctioned applications. The GOG has 
accepted the principle of RWS and also of volumetric supply for 
implementation. A gradual changeover is taking place. 

Institutions, Legislations, and Policies 

The subjects of irrigation and agriculture are looked after by different 
lepartments of GOG as in Government of India (GOI). The NWRD carries 

out the role as Irrigation Department (ID)and looks after the entire sector in an 
integrated manner. Agriculture Department (AD) similarly looks after all 
agricultural activities. In ID. major and medi tim schemes are looked after by 
regional or project officers at State level, whereas minor flow irrigation schemes 
are looked after by district Panchayats as per policies, procedures and financial 
support of GOG through deputed staff. These activities are supervised by 
Superintending Engineers of GOG responsible to Chief Engineer (Panchayats) 
and Joint Secretary [CE(P) and JSI in NWRD. Ground-water is entrusted to 
Gujarat Water Resources Development Corporation (GWRDC) which acts 
directly under the NWRD. CAD activities are co-ordinated by Chief Engineer 
(CAD) and Joint Secretary [CE (C) and JS] in NWRD and are managed 
through regional Area Development Commissioners (ADCs). Organisation chart 
is given in Figure 3 and a typical organo-gram for management of an irrigation 
command is kept at Figure 4. 

As far as the IM is concerned, the CE(C) and 3S plays a key role at GOG 
level.He is assisted on field hy regional ADCs through whom irrigation is 
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administered. The CAD programme launched in Dec 1974 had following main
objectives in context of 	the thrust of the present report, besides others,
encompassing integrated development of rural communities: 

* 	 modernisation, maintenance and efficient operation of irrigation systems
down to tile outlet of one cusec capacity 

* 	 development and maintenance of main and intermediate drainage system 

* 	 development of field channels and field drains within the command of each 
outlet 

• 	 implementation of an appropriate system of RWS for realising equity 

* 	 development of ground-water for conjunctive use and adoption and 
introduction of suitable cropping pattern 

The autonomous Water and Land Management Institute (WALMI) for Gujaratwas set up along with similar institutes in other Stales to train ID line staff and
farmer leaders in IM and irrigated agriculture. The role of' WALMI has thus
been tailored to provide useful inputs for CAD activities. The GOI has been 
supporting both by way of funding and co- ordination of national effort. 

The state irrigation systems are administered and mnanagled under the Bombay
Irrigation Act 1879 (BIACT), as amended from time to time. The act and the
Gujarat Canal Rules fraimed thereunder do not provide for formation of FOs.
In accordance with NWP. the GOG promulgated in 1989 the Gujarat Irrigation
and Drainage Ordinance. Rules were also framed thereafter for supply of water
 
to groups and associations as a follow-up. The Ordinance 
 however lapsed six
months later because, it could not be passed by the State Legislature. The 
Ordinance, interalia, provided for: 

t 	 involvement of' farmers in WM 

• 	 promotion of groups and associations of farmers 

* 	 volumetric supply and pricing of irrigation waters 

* 	 optimum use of waters, equity in supplies through RWS and improved
performance efficiency of irrigation systems 

The GOG took several steps (Annex 0) before tile Ordinance lapsed and
geared up the line staff to take on the identified tasks. With the lapsing of the
Ordinance, the old BIACT remains in operation. 
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However, the steps taken in the interregnum have resulted into a basic pattern 
for FOs. Meanwhile a bill to revive the provisions of the ordinance and replace 
the act is Linder consideration. However strong political backing will be needed 
to enforce such provisions. 

The irrigation areas are covered basically by World Bank (WB) assisted projects 
and some other project areas where RWS is applied. A list of such projects is 
kept at Annex B. The Government Order (GO) dated 29 July 1987 envisages 
setting up a three tier hierarchy of committees with farmers' representationl 
comprising: 

" 	 a Village Service Area Committee (VSAC) chaired by Sectional Officer 
(SO) of ID 

* 	 a Water Management Committee (WMC) and a Project Level Water 
Management Committee (PLWMC) at Executive Engineer level. The 
committees are chaired by ID officers. They include corresponding officers 
from AD and comprise selected progressive farmers and Panchayat 
representatives. The composition has to be approved by higher officers in 
ID. The functions and responsibilities assigned to the committees include the 
following: 

VSAC - monitoring of water delivery schedules, assistance in water charges 
recovery, resolution of disputes, taking unresolved disputes to higher 
committees, making suggestions and initiation of formal FOs. 

WMC - monitoring canal functioning and supplies, advise on water 
allocation, monitoring VSACs, conflict resolution. 

PLWMC - decide water allocation and RWS schedules, assist in water 
management planning, monitoring WMCs, conflict management. 

These committees thus basically help NWRD, manage water delivery in a more 
effective manner. They have farmers' representation and participation but have 
no 	legal status, nor any powers. 

The VSACs have been active in model areas like Panam and Karjan commands 
because of special attention by ID staff, but, elsewhere they have remained 
dormant. The viability of these committees is assured with continued ID 
involvement. In other projects Canal Advisory Committees (CACs) comprising 
officials, farmers, and elected representatives of people have been set up with 
similar objectives for each project separately under several government orders. 

The concept of farmer managed irrigation systems was adopted by the country 
right from the sixth Five Year Plan. It was formally introduced in NWP and 
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followed up in seventh and eighth Five Year Plan. In Gujarat, the Chief Ministerreiterated the intentions of the GOG in 1988 while addressing the 2nd Indian
Engineering Congress (Annex Q). The Gujarat 8th FYP categoricallyincorporates a) introduction of RWS and b) setting up of water co-operatives.
The SSP stipulates in its 8th FYP, the same policy. The pronouncements ofGOG thus clearly bring out a commitment to form FOs, to adopt volumetricwater rates and change over to RWS. While the RWS is expected to improve
equity in supplies, volumetric supplies would reduce overuse and its ill-effectswhile making bulk supplies. Charging to FOs will be much less cumbersome andwould improve total IM and hence IA. The GOG has recently constituted aWorking Group under the chairmanship of the Chief Secretary and comprisingNGOs besides government officials to promote FOs and give shape togovernment policies. A Standing Committee under the chairmanship ofSecretary NWRD is also set up to assist the group. In SSP the policy ofsupplying water in bulk only to groups of farmers i.e. not to individuals, hasbeen adopted right from the beginning for optimising the efficient use of water. 

The FOs are being formed not only for the sake of organisation but for thelarger goals of !A. Irrigation systems have on one hand realised food security for
the country. The irrigation supplies however have not been generally priced
even to account for the O&M costs. The States have not been able to raise theprice of water due to well known reasons. The inability to remove inequities insupply and to provide assured and timely supply form the core of the problem.Better IA therefore revolves around RWS, volumetric measurements, supply andappropriate pricing. In Gujarat, specific water rate is prescribed for each cropon area basis.The rates were periodically revised. Unfortunately such revisionhas not been made since 1981 causing decreasing returns from the irrigation 
sector. 

The Vaidyanathan committee set-up by GOI as a follow-up of NWP has maderecommendations in 1992 regarding pricing policy. The Gujarat State Finance

Commission in its report 
 in 1994 has recommended acceptance of theserecommendations by GOG (Annex P). It has recognised the need for raising of
water rates alongwith volumetric supply and have recommended gradual
increase of rates over a 5 year period to cover O&M costs and a 5 perce:1,
return on capital investments. A statutory autonomous Board also has l;eeriproposed for this purpose (Annex P). Both these reports merit early acceptance

and implementation.
 

Comparative efficiency of farmer managed canals vis-a-vistheir adjoining palentsystems has been assessed recently. The results of two such studis for canalirrigation projected in Annex C indicate that the water use efliciency o, harmermanaged systems is about 50 percent more. Third case study in respect of tubewells also shows that the efficiency of private company nuanaged tube wells is50 percent more than even tube well co-operatives. Thus, farmers' participation 
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in irrigation management can be expected to increase irrigation efficiency and 
help ir, narrowing the gap between potential created and its equitable utilisation. 
Water use efficiency of farmer managed system is found 50 percent higher than 
the government managed systems. 

Present Status of Farmer Participation 

Apart from th committees set-up in WB assisted projects and in all other 
projects efforts have been made in setting up FOs in irrigation systems lyirg in 
different agro-climatic sub- zones of the State and in different types of projects. 
The ID undoubtedly has acted on different fronts through ADCs of CADA, 
WALMI and line officers. The support of WB has been important. The Action 
Research Project (ARP) supported by United States Aid for International 
Development (USAID) has enabled a systematic approach and has resulted into 
viable FOs. The NGOs like Sadguru Water Development Foundation( SWDF) 
and Agha Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) have played a significant 
role in chosen projects. While the former has developed the sources and the 
FOs. the latter has relied upon resources developed by ID and which were 
waiting for IM. All these efforts have indicated importance of catalytic agents 
iomprising persons/institutions. The catalysts can be from the line staff or can 
Ie 	from amongst the falmers themselves or could be from NGOs or institutions 
like WALMI. Their presence and active role has proved invaluable. Another 
important input in these efforts has been that of ID itself. Its complete 
involvement and commitment is necessary. Where it was present the efforts 
succeeded, where it lacked failure took place. 

Efforts of formation of FOs in surface water systems have been made in: 

* 	 South Gujarat, on Ukai-Kakrapar and on projects between Tapi and 
Narmada Rivers 

* 	 Central Gujarat, on Mahi-Kadana, Panam and Fatewadi Systems 

* 	 North Gujarat. on Dantiwada and Dharoi Projects 

* 	 Saurashtra on Machhu-l. Uben, and Bamanbore Projects. 

All these relate to major, medium and minor projects. Individual FOs take care 
of 	areas from about 1000 to 200 ha. There has been hardly any efforts in 
forming FOs in minor irrigation projects. There Are two exceptions. The first is 
the case of Lalpari tank of Saurashtra where an informal FO is working 

-successfully for the last 100 years sharing water, among farmers. In the other, 
AKRSP converted a canal surface irrigation scheme in the village Bamanbore in 
Surendranagar District to a pipeline irrigation scheme which has been working 
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successfully for the last 8 years. It is an informal FO which is right now in tileprocess of getting itself registered. Another instance of an informal FO is ofKharicut system in central Gujarat. It has acted as a pressure group for
establishing its riparian rights and partial management of irrigation supplies. 

In Panchmahals district of central Gujarat, (he SWDF has organised FOs on alarge scale in lift irrigation based on weirs built on streams having post-monsoon
flows. Some lift schemes are based on reservoirs of medium irrigation projects.
These efforts are very special and are largely successful. They cover irrigated 
areas of about 80 ha each. 

The GWRDC has attempted formation of FOs on tubewell commands on afairly large scale mostly in Kheda, Banaskantha and Mehsana districts. Each 
covers an area of about 80 ha. 

The coverage of irrigated commands through these FOs is indicated in table I.Although 25 FOs on canal systems are working at present, 46 have remained
dormant or have become nonfunctional due to various reasons. Efforts havebeen made at preparation of a memorandum of understsnding (MOU) for theFOs. Some already have one which is operational. A model MOU is underconsideration of GOG for circulation. Several FOs are in operation under anadministrative order for suchof GOG functioning. TO has taken p!ace to asubstantial level in about 350 FOs. OPC is under consideration and under 
debate in various fora. 

Prospects 

The efforts made in Gujarat State cover a wide range of projects set in different
agro-climatic sub-zones. Different catalysts have worked for this purpose. Areal coverage so far is less than percentone of irrigated command but qualitatively
important experiences have been generated. There bothhave been successes
and failures. But all of them indicate findings, conclusions and lessons for future.They indicate the prospects for FO, TO, and OPC. The report in following
chapters tries to capture these. 

Recommendations have emerged from the limited experiences which cansmoothen the path for future. The Eighth FYP review is started. Workinggroups willsoon embark upon conceptualisation and formulation of ninth FYP.
The report therefore aims at identifying next steps, short term as well as those 
which are important for long term goals. 
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Chapter 2 

EXPERIENCES WITH FARMER ORGANISATIONS 

Range.of Experience on Farmer Organisations 

The participatory irrigation management started more than 100 years ago byformation of an informal group in Lalpari minor irrigation project of Saurashtraby farmers on their own in Saurashtra. After independence in the years1968-70, ID encouraged farmers of the Fatewadi command to formcooperative societies lift canalto water for irrigating high lands in tile initialreaches of the main canal. The SWDF, an NGO promoted surface liftcooperative societies in Panchmahals district for overall welfare of tie tribals.Recognising the need of the farmers' participation in IM, ID organisedcooperative societies in tile command of the major and medium projects namelyUkai-Kakrapar, Mahi, andDharoi. Machhu-I under CAD programme during1978-89. WALMI entered into the field in 1987 and organised cooperative
societies in ARP area in Mahi command and developed a systematic model forforming FOs. The GWRDC decided in 1989 to handover tube wells to thecooperative societies of beneficiaries on token rent basis. Tile AKRSP joinedwith the ID from 1990 for motivating farmers of four specifically identifiedmedium irrigation projects in Bharuch and Surat districts to utilise unused 
storage behind the reservoirs. 

This status is summarised in Table 2. Out of 464 FOs 92 came into beingbecause of the presence of catalytic agencies and 372 came up as a result ofefforts of dedicated Government officials. Out of 92 FOs, 89 are functionalwhereas out of 372 FOs, 262 are functional at present. The mortality in case

of government promoted 
 FOs is relatively large. 

The area covered by FOs is not even one percent of total area being irrigatedin the state. (Table 1). Such a limited experience spread over the long span of
20 years can not be considered 
 as conclusive. However, ifanalysed qualitatively
at micro level, it can capture the relevant lessons. Analysis of experiences spreadover a reasonable period has been possible largely in cases of two major projects
viz. Mahi and Ukai- Kakrapar, and in case 
of surface lift irrigation schemes ofSWDF in Panchmahals district. The experiences of FO on these projects areanalysed for following specific aspects which are considered helpful in realisingthe set out objectives: factors facilitating FOs. role of catalysts, incentives ormotivational factors, level and structure of FO, registration of FO, water ratesan( recovery. turnover/meiorandumn of understanding, viability. Ihman resource development. replicability. and organisational and procedural changes. 
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Table 2
 
Status of Working FOs in Gujarat
 

Number of Registered Cooperatives Tradi- Cata-
Sr. Category 

tional lyst
No. 

Non Total informalWorking 
working group 

1. 	 Major and medium 25 46 71 1 ID 
WA IJil

irrigation projects 
AKRSP 

I Farmer-2. 	 Minor irrigation 
projects SWDF97 - 973. 	 Surface lift 
irrigation schemes. 

GWRDC4. 	 Ground water lift 242 66 308 

irrigation schemes. 

2364 112 476Total 

Apart from experiences on these projects treated individually, experience and 

drawn from other projects are described collectively but separately.lessons 
has not yet been

These FOs are at initial stages after formation. Experience 

generated for each project on every aspect. 

Table 	3 shows the spread of 25 working FOs on major and medium projects 

out of 71 registered FOs. 
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Table 3 
FOs Formed on Major and Medium Projects 

Sr. No. of formal FOs 
No. Project/Region ------------------------------------ Informal 

Working 	 Non Total FOs 
Working 

1. 	 Mahi 2 10 12 
2. 	 Ukai Kakrapar 10 15 25 
3. 	 Fatewadi 10 2 12 
4. 	 Between River Tapi 3 - 3 

and Narmada 
5. 	 Saurashtra and North
 

Gujarat
 
i. Dharoi - 12 12
ii. Machhu 	 - I - 7 7 

iii. Dantiwada 
6. 	 Kharicut -

(Kalambandhi) 
7. 	 Sardar Sarovar 84 village area service committees (VSAC)

Project are formed 	 which are not included in the total 

Total (I to 	6) 4625 	 71 

Mahi Right 	Bank Canal Project 

The project located in Mahi river basin comprises a major reservoir at Kadana;
a pick up weir at Wanakbori and a major canal system taking off fromWanakbori 	 (Plate 5). Under this project with CCA 	of 2.12 lakh ha, 12 FOs
covering an area of 4600 ha have been registered so far under the Gujarat
Co-operative Societies Act 1961. Out 	of these, seven FOs formed under CAD
activity between 1983 and '87 have remained dormant after registration
(Annex D). Five FOs were registered during 1991-93 (Annex E). 

Two FOs at Sr. Nos. (1) and (2) were initiated under the Action Research
Programme (ARP) of the Water Resources Management and Training
(WRM&T) project sponsored by USAID. For Sardar Krishi Vikas Piyat Sahakari 
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Mandali (Sr.No. I) on Ankalav minor, WALMI, has brought out a 
comprehensive process document (Annex K) as the experiences generated have 
been extremely valuable. They are now recounted and analysed against various 
aspects listed earlier. 

Factors Facilitating FO 

Two types of facilitating factors were found to work. Under the social 
interventions, it was found necessary to approach farmers in forming small 
informal groups tinder one chak or sub chak. These group sizes were cohesive 
as each comprised upto 40 farmers. They were convinced through visits by 
catalysts' team about controlled use of water reqtired under RWS. They were 
informed about better water application methods and bet er methods of crop 
management. This exercise brought about a change in attitudes and encouraged 
cooperation. 

But this effort had to be fully supported by physical interventions without which 
the farmers' groups would not get assured water supply. It comprised initial 
inspection of the distributary and minor to identify structural deficiencies 
wliich if removed would allow requisite water flow. Later on preparation of 
plans and estimates for restructuring and start of construction to facilitate right 
flows to meet the needs of crops as presently adopted and resectioning of the 
distribution system was taken tup. Wherever outlets were not suitably located 
vis-a-viscomnmand, regrouping was found necessary. 

For both interventions farmers were brought together and they publicly shared 
their grievances, identified remedies and worked towards implementation in 
co-ordination of catalysts and line staff through a series of seminars/workshops. 

The project command lies in Kheda district and has rich soils, good proportion 
of cash crops, reliable rainfall (about 900 mnm annual average) and assured and 
adequate availability of water through Kadana-Wanakbori system. The farmers 
are dynamic. progressive, educated and the rural society is relatively advanced. 
socio-economically. This background combined with social and physical 
interventions described earlier have been major factors responsible for 
promotion of the FOs. 

Role of Catalyst 

The social interventions necessary for promotion of the FO were handled 
entirely by a multidisciplinary catalyst team of WALMI comprising extension 
specialist, irrigation engineer and agronomist. Informal visits to common 
meeting places in villages were made to ascertain the perception of the farmers 
about the ID, their irrigation methods, leadership potential within the villages. 
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physical condition of canals and difficulties faced by farnirs. A plan of action
to conduct outletwise group meetings was prepared and carried out. Efforts were made to involve ID staff at each slage. About 100 such neetings wereheld over a period of five years before going in for fornal registration inconsultation with farmers. In retrospect, WALMI feels that due to undue longpresence of tie catalyst team, the farmers did not take action on their own fororganisation. They used to wait for catalysts' intervention, whether required or
not. After registration of FO in 1992, the catalytic role however wasdiscontinued rather abruptly which created a sudden frustration amongst
farmers and they started becoming indifferent and reverting to individualistic
behaviour. Realising need for further support, WALMI once again stepped inunder ISPAN aegis in Sept 1993. Fortunately and with little effort, the FO has 
revived its interest and spirit. 

Incentives or Motivational Factors 

The catalyst team talked to tile farmers about tile effect and need for changing
over to volumetric water rate for the FO. They were convinced about retail recovery from FO's members on crop-area based water rate as fixed by the
government so that FO could generate its own finance. 

Farmers accepted that by efficient management through RWS, irrigated
cotuld be increased with same quantity of water. Thus, RWS, 

area 
volurietric 

measurement at receiving point and water economy efforts encouraged tile 
farmers. 

Level and Structure of FO 

Initial effort was to form informal groups of farmers below each outlet. Thisnecessitated subdividing tile group into sub groups each covering an area of 8to 10 ha of a sub-chak covering about 15 holdings. The group leaders wereidentified by consensus to represent the interest of the group at the minorlevel(1000 ha) , where a formal FO was formed. Small informal groups
facilitated quick consensus on all issues including identification of their leaders.
The process therefore could facilitate relatively easy formation 
 of the formal 
FO. 

Formal Registration of FO 

The FOs were registered under the Gujarat Co-operative Societies Act 1961.Tile formal registration took about two years due to the cumbersome
registration process in case of Ankalav FO. The registration took less tinie incase of Kosindra society because of the keen interest evinced by the JointReuislrar of CD. A cooperative society fbr IM needed government concurrence. 
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These powers could be easily passed on to SEs as formation of F-t) is an 
accepted policy of government. Such delegation wonld furlher quicken1 the 
recistration. 

Water Rates and Recoveries 

Tile prevailing water rates of ID are on crop area basis for supplying water to 
individual farmer and Rs. 0.30/10,000 litres for supplying water in bulk to 
FOs. For the ARP area. volumetric water rates were worked out for each season 
separately. For this purpose, the total water charges on crop area basis and 
volume of water supplied to thc farmers of Ankalav sub-nifnor for the last five 
years were considered. Based on this data, equivalent volumetric rates for 
various seasons were derived as Rs. 0.i4 for kharif, Rs. 0.21 for Rabi and Rs. 
0.30 for hot weather per 10,000 litres ar(] were explained to FO. They were 
separately got approved from the government. The rates are found workable 
and acceptable to the FO. The charging to individual farmers by Fo continued 
on crop area basis, leaving sufficient margin for the FO to manage the affairs. 

In past, the recovery was low before the system was adopted. After TO ill 
1993, the entire water charges for the rabi season are recovered and paid to 
the ID. 

Turnover and Memorandum of Understanding 

Ankalav and Kosindra FOs took 18 arid 6 months respectively for TO after 
registration. Joint inspection of physical system was made as apre-requisite and 
mutually agreed modifications were done by the ID to create confidence 
amongst the farmers. A draft MOU was discussed with the F0 arid agreed 
upon . Before actual taking over canal management. the farmers were given an 
opportunity to practice the new procedure for one cropping season. The TO 
formality took place on November 2, 1993 by signing of TO document and 
MOU by the Executive Engineer and the office bearers of the FO. Since the 
TO has been made recently and for two societies only, adequate experience is 
not generated so far. 

Viability 

A FO can be considered viable on two aspects. financial and institutional. The 
wholesale and retail water rates are so fixed that some margin is realised by F() 
for financial viability. A certain proportion of cash crops ersures this. 

\\later isnormally available for all the three seasons in Mahi system. Fhe farmers 
were trained in improved irrigation methods which increased irritated area and 
productivit. in the F()s. Comparative inconic eslimntcs (f thfe ARP alvT and 
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MRBC project representative area for the year 1989-90 are reported in 
Table 4. 

Table 4 
Comparative Net Income of FO and Non-FO Areas in Mahi Project 

Income in rupees per ha. 

Sr. No. Area Seasons 
Kharif Rabi Hot Weather 

I. 	 ARP area 9929 9906 13906
 

2. 	 MRBC Project
 
representative area 6090 
 6390 5642 

3. 	 Ratio of 1/2 1.63 1.55 2.46 

(Source: Economic Appraisal of ARP:1992) 

Institutional structure of a fornal FO comprises representatives of infornal FOsto constitute Executive Committee which comprises a Chairman, :aSecretary

amd a Treasurer. These arc 
democratically elected representatives of Members.

For realising institutional viability one 
or two days training were conducted in 
two tiers for progressive leaders of groups and sub-groups and office bearers and
prospective 
 leaders of these groups. Farmers actively participated and suggested

holding field oriented training. Accordingly 34 field visits to

trial-cuni-demonstration 
 (TCD) farms, water co-operative, agriculture markets,

fairms of progressive farmers, location of adaptive trials and well managed
irrigation projects were arranged. Such visits created 
 remarkable confidence 
amongst the participants for adopting new techniques. The lessons learnt by
participants were communicated to their fellow farmers in follow up fieldmeetings. The process helped in creation of the right climate of progressive
attitudes and positive approach. 

Training of FOs and Line Staff 

Tile organisation of ID comprising line staff from chowkidar to sectional officer
given 	two training exposures of one day durationwere 	 each in the areas of

operation plan, 	 RWS system and changed duties of these functionaries on
account of formation of FO followed by TO. Training period of only one daywas found insufficient by the participants. For future it could be extended to 
about three days. 
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Replicability 

As a result of diffusion effect, one such FO has come up on its own in tile 
adjoining Kosindra minor. Similarly, in the neighbouring sub-ninors, farmers 
themselves initiated the process of forming FOs. Awareness has been created 
in distant villagesin the Mahi command. Also several requests are received from 
farmers indicating their readiness for organisation by WALMI. It therefore 
transpires that the present model has good replicability potential in surrounding 
command area which has similarsocio-economic environment. WALMI however 

,.annot provide catalysts for all such proposals. ID will have to perform such 
supporting role. Special efforts are required for this purpose. 

Ukai Kakrapar Project 

The project (CCA 3.31 lakh ha) has been providing irrigation since 35 years 
to commands lying in two districts namely Surat and Valsad of' South Gujarat. 
It comprises a reservoir at Uka; and a diversion weir at Kakrapar on river Tapi 
with major canal systems taking off from both. The command comprises heavy 
and deep soils. Rainfall is of the order of 1500 mn annually. Ground water 
table is fairly high. Cash crops like sugarcane and hence sugar factories have 
come up in the area, transforming the socio-econom ic conditions of people. Still 
several areas need rabi irrigation and some times kharifiprotection. Like Mahi 
area, the farmers are educated and pragmatic. 

Twenty five FOs covering an area of 13824 ha were registered between 1978 
and 1989 but only 10 covering an area of 4460 ha are presently functioning 
(Annex H). ID is now planning to revive some of the 15 dormant FOs. The 
experiences generated are now discussed against the identified aspects. 

Factors Facilitating FOs 

The canal system was improved to enable supply of' irrigation water to all
 
farmers. But modifications remained incomplete in case of some FOs where
 
inaction started setting in. In case of some, interest of farmers reduced after
 
completion of modifications and FOs became dormant.
 

Role of Catalysts 

After CADA came into being, it launched a campaign to improve water 
utilisation in Ukai-Kakarpar command as a part of their activity and started 
actions involving farmers in IM as one of the measures of system 
improvement. Accordingly. line staff started exploring feasibility of forming FOs 
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in 1975. As a result, Mohini Cooperative society and other societies likesome 
Rayma, Saras, Gadat, Wanskui, and Hathuka were registered. ID motivated thefarmers through system modifications, managerial assistance, assurance toreimburse losses for two years and assured water supply. Mass awareness aboutthe long term benefits however, was not brought about because the catalytic
role of ID ceased after registration of the FOs. 

Incentives or Motivational Factors 

Canal system modifications to ensure assured supply of water and volumetricwater rate to FOs form the two main incentives. Both were attractive and
because they were carried out expeditiously, proved as effective factors. 

Level and Structure 

The area covered tinder each FO ranges from 300 ha to 1200 ha spread over one or more (up.o six) villages. Each FO territory s not based on ctent of
command of a minor. It therefore receives water from one or more subminors
which may not be necessarily offtaking from a common minor. This 
arrangement was found unnecessarily expensive and is not conducive tohomogeneous FO. For future, it would be advisable to match FO's jurisdiction
with hydraulic unit. 

Registration 

Cooperative department personnel working on deputation in CAD organisation

facilitated the process of registration.
 

Water Rates and Recovery 

Volumetric water fees at Rs. 0.30 per 10000 litres chargeable to society onwholesale basis as agreed to by ID were less compared to fees on crop area

based water rates to be recovered by FO from its members. 
 This arrangement
enabled gcneration of surplus. Over and above such margin, tile volumetricrate induced more efficient water use because only the used quantity wascharged. Saving of water enabled bringing more area under irrigation whichotherwise was not getting water. Such additionality provided a direct net 
additional gain to the FO. 

Turnover and Memorandum of Understanding 

The TO was effected only by issuing a formal letter by the ID, contents ofwhich had been discussed with farmers. A MOU on lines of Mahi would be a
better formal arrangement for future FOs. 
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Viability 

Assured water supply for all the three seasons is available in the FO. Cash crop 
area.like sugar cane is predominant covering more than 50 percent Assured 

marketing facilities are established. Managerial subsidy in the initial three years 

was given under the CAD jrogramme. The profit from growing sugar cane is 
much more than that from cereals and pulses. There is therefore a substantial 

surplus through which if a FO wants, it can take on socio-economic activities 

and/or diversification in other sectors. The recovery iseasy, but even if there 

are defaulters, the dues are recovered through sugar cooperatives where almost 

every farmer has dealings. The water charges of individual members of some 

FOs are recovered through sugar factories. 

Formal status as FO was conducive in development of a viable pattern of 

management. Selfless, committed leaders have played significant role. Tie 

organisational structure has been found workable and acceptable by fairmers. 

Some of the FOs (Annex F) formed about ten years ago have proven their 

viability and have sustained themselves and realised the objectives in a good 

measure. Analysis indicates that the following factors played an important role 
in their sustenance: good leadership; continued support of ID: efficient 
organisational management, conflict resolution, field channels, maintenance and 
observance of cooperative societies' rules: availability of farm equipment on 
rental basis and healthy relations with sugar factories: and water as the major 
binding force. 

While some FOs recorded success, others (Annex G) did not. Following main 

reasons caused reduced interest which hampered sustenance of FOs: 

* 	 There was a lack of awareness about all the objectives and long term 
benefits of FO. 

• 	 Farmers' interest in forming FO was limited to get tile system improved 
and to get assured water which was the only difficulty they were facing. 

* 	 There were incomplete modifications of some canal system and lack of 
simultaneous organisational approach. 

* 	 Some FOs covered more subminors and hence required a number of 
measuring devices. It meant deployment of more workers for 
measurement which became expensive. 
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* 	 Government policy of waiving farmers' dues was misunderstood. Thefarmers thought that their dues will not be waived ifFO existed. Actuallywater charges had not been waived in the policy at any stage and hence 
the feeling was unjustified. 

* 	 After formation of FOs, ID withdrew. 

* 	 Egoistic leadership and its involvement in many other activities wasanother cause for declination. Motivational or organisational effort 
therefore lacked a thrust. 

Training 

Neither before, nor after formation of FOs, programmes for training, skilldevelopment, consultations, are workshop were held. Had these programmesbeen 	conducted, results would have helped better sustenance. Even and whenthe dormant FOs are being considered for revival, HRD on lines of Mahi would 
prove extremely useful. 

Surface Lift Irrigation Schemes 

The 	I ft irrigation schemes operated through co-operative societies locatedare
in Panch mahals district which is identified as economically, educationally 
 andsocially backward due to 
40 	

its tribal and other backward class population of aboutpercent. The tribals generally migrate after almost every monsoon to urbanareas 	or to construction projects in search of employment as their small holdingsdo not support dry farming. They return back 	before monsoon to their landsonly 	 to move out again when rains come to end. During monsoon they grow
 
corn and millets.
 

it was in this environment that a voluntary organisation, Navinchandra MafatlalSadguru Water and Development Foundation (SWDF) was set up at Dahod, atribal taluka headquarters. Its objectives comprised improvement of conditionsof tribals through development of land and water resources programmes. TheSWDF initiated its activities in 1975 organising farmers in two talukas. Itsvarious economic development activities have by now spread over to more than40,000 families and a tribal population of about 2 lakhs. The SWDF has set upabout 85 FOs 	to develop water resources on a micro-scale. 

The work done has been extensive and intensive both. The 	schemes are basedon post monsoon flow in rivers of the region temporarily impounded behindweirs and water lifted to irrigate areas through pumping systems. Each scheme 
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typically covers an area of 80 ha. There are some schemes put up even on 
reservoir back waters. 

AKRSP has constructed 12 lift irrigation schemes, of which 10 are in Bharuch 
District and 2 in Junagadh District. All of them are registered co-operatives and 
are in working condition. 

The experiences are significant, although the types of structures are not typical 
of the state. Analysis of the experiences and lessons generated on various 
identified aspects are as follows: 

Factors Facilitating FOs 

The SWDF initiated work only when demand from local people arose. So far 
85 LI schemes have been established. Before putting up each system for 
formation of FO, it was ensured that it was satisfactory in respect of design, the 
quality of motors and pumps, workmanship, and laying of underground pipes. 

Role of Catalysts 

In order to be acceptable by the people, the SWDF spent the first few years to 
build up rapport and confidence amongst rural tribals. The SWDF began by 
rendering free medical services and tried to gain confidence of the local 
resource persons like sarpanch and teachers. It inducted women motivators to 
influence women folk and carefully selected link men between the agency and 
beneficiaries. It mobilised local branches of banks to advance interest free loans 
or provide subsidy for agriculture and animal husbandry. All round family 
welfare approach was adopted while tackling the core issue of water. This 
proved to be an effective way of building confidence as it sought to replace the 
control of money lenders, merchants and land lords on the lives of poor tribals. 

Incentives or Motivational Factors 

Developing and providing water resources for irrigated agriculture through all 
round welfare of family units proved an effective incentive to the tribal farmers. 

Level and Structure of FO 

The farmers are organised on the basis of each scheme, which covers about 40 
to 100 ha. They are managed by managing committees (MC) , which consist 
of elected or nominated Chairman and Members. The tenure of these office 
bearers is three years. The ex-officio Members include Directors of the SWDF, 
the District Rural Development Agency , Assistant District Registrar of 
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Co-operatives and representatives of financial institutions. The NIC isassistle( 

by a secretary. pump operator. water distributors and watchuian. 

Formal Registration of FO 

The FOs have been registered under the Gujarat Co-operative Societies Act 
with the help of SWDF. There was little difficulty in registration. 

Water rates and recoveries: The FOs are managed without any subsidy from anyquarters. The farmers bear the full cost of irrigation which is almost five timeshigher than the flow irrigation system. In many LI schemes, the fiarmers paidwater charges in advance for payment to the Gujarat Electricity Board (GEB).
This provides a sharp contrast to government Organised systems where even 
subsidised water charges are not recovered fully. 

Turnover and Memorandum of Understanding 

No TO is involved, since the systems are developed and managed by FOs withNGO support. The experience shows competence of farmers to manage
irrigation systems. 

Viability 

The total expenses on maintenance, operation and management are shared on area basis. The organisation is well constituted having support of the relevantagencies which add to the organisational viability. The FOs have put behind 
years of successful 0 and M and have proven that they have attained 
sustenance and success in realising the objectives. 

Training 

Staff members of FOs have been given training in their respective fields by the
SWDF in the initial period. Their functioning was monitored by the MC. The
SWDF arranged 
 3 to 4 day workshops of Secretaries of all the LI societies atregular intervals to discuss their problems in dealing with water distribution.
record keeping and recoveries. The farmers have been trained by SWDF in
cooperative management, agriculture and irrigation. 

Replicability 

Since its inception with few FOs, the experiment has been enlarged to about 85FOs by now. Some of the LIlschemes are established even in Madhya Pradesh 
across the State boundary. The SWDF has successfully demonstrated 
replicahility potential of the experiment. 
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Oganisational and Procedural Changes 

The electric power connection in case of some FOs took long time due to poor 
response from the Gujarat Electricity Board. Also, the power supply is erratic. 
The GEB procedures need a fresh look to enable speedy connections and 
regular power supply for FO managed irrigation system of this category. 

ID issues formal permission for lifting and using water from all streams and rivers 
notified under Bombay Irrigation Act. SWDFhad to wait long years to get such 
permission for drawing water from reservoir for a few lift irrigation projects. 

Other Projects 

Fatewadi Irrigation Project 

The irrigated agriculture in this area isabout 100 years old. In the year 1900, 
some 180 tanks were constructed in low lying land mass on the right bank of 
river Sabarmati. After 1947, these tanks were connected by an inundation 
canal from the right bank of the river. Later, in 1967-68 the canal system was 
improved and in 1977 Vasna barrage was constructed to augment the system 
just down stream of Ahmedabad. Dharoi reservoir about 160 km in upstream 
of the barrage was completed in 1978 causing increased reliance of command 
on Vasna diversion barrage. Presently, it is a kharif oriented scheme having 
CCA of 36000 ha. 

The initial reach of the main canal is in deep cutting flanked by agricultural land 
at higher elevation. The farmers initially parted with their land for construction 
of canal. Later they wanted to grow paddy and they approached ID for allowing 
lifting of water from the canals. ID agreed to consider their request on the 
condition of forming cooperative societies for the purpose, basically, to restrict 
the number of lifting points on canals. The condition was readily accepted by 
the farmers, who organised themselves in compact areas of about 50 ha each 
and registered about 12 lift FOs for 584 ha between 1967 and 1971. Ten 
societies covering 484 ha are working at present (Annex H). Other conditions 
laid down by ID for the FOs are as follows: 

* FO is to pay deposit and token rent. 

FO is to follow restriction prescribed by ID for drawing only limited 
quantity of water required to raise short term paddy. 

All members are to clear their past dues if any, and then to apply directly 
to ID before taking water. 
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* F0 is to distribute water proportionately to all its members. 

The lift systems on Fatewadi Project are installed and operated by FOs on no
profit no loss basis. Water rates chargeable to each member are worked out on
the basis of the actual expenses which are converted per member ol area basis. 
These include water charges payable to the ID. If a member goes in arrears,
water supply is stopped. Each member has to purchase a share of Rs 50. 
Managing committee (MC) is an elected body of seven persons including a 
chairman and a secretary. 

These FOs have proved viable but basically came into existence only because 
Government made it conditional for allowing lift from canals. 

Irrigation Projects between Rivers Tapi and Narmada 

There are four medium and one major irrigation projects under which FOs have
been attempted. AKRSP started working on Pingot Medium Irrigation Project
during 1990 at the instance of senior officers of ID and soon extended their 
activi:ies to 3 more projects in the area viz. Baldeva, Lakhigani and Chopadvav
between 1990 and '94. The FOs have been registered in two projects namely
Pingot and Baldeva. The MOU draft is tinder finalisation with ID. The systems 
are however turned over to the FOs under formal orders from ID which cover
issues of agreement. The other two societies are under process of registration.

The status of FOs isgiven in Annex 1.
 

Pingot Medium Irrigation Project. The scheme is situated in tribal area of
Bharuch district. Pingot dam was constructed more than 15 years ago. It has
irrigation command on both banks. Water could not be released into Right Bank 
Canals (CCA 600 ha) due to non completion of canal works. The Chief
Executive (AKPSP) perceived the possibility of participatory irrigation
management in this area and had discussions with senior officers in ID. As a
result, AKRSP initiated and succeeded in forming a FO by deploying a
multidisciplinary catalytic team. It x,;,s registered in 1990. government
simultaneously set up a Coordination Committee under the Chairmanship of the
Director, WALMI to ensure planned improvement of the canals along with 
participatory management. The Committee includes the Chief Engineer
incharge, Chief Executive of AKRSP and representative of the society. It was
decided to renovate and upgrade the right bank canal to ensure smooth flow of 
water and introduction of RWS system. The AKRSP offered at their cost 
construction of additional structures like crossings on canals beyond ID norms 
to meet with the local demand. The farmers were involved in the entire process
of promotion and formation of FO with canal improvement works. The field 
channels are constructed and maintained by farmers at their own cost. 
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Important features of the society are as follows: 

are involved in planning of seasonal irrigation plans.* 	 the farmers 

* 	 full recoveries are made by the society. 

are held in turn in different villages.* 	 the meetings of the society 

* 	 the FO provides other services such as credit, input supply, and 

marketing. 

* 	 water rates to be charged to members are decided by the society which 

times the prevailing government rates on crop area basis. are 1.5 

functions like 	distribution of* 	 different committees are formed to perform 

water, collection of water charges, and supervision of works. 

* 	 thrasher and other field equipment are purchased for letting out on rent 

to the members. 

* 	 AKRSP has appointed an internal auditor to regularly check the accounts. 

on time.all members of the committee are required to attend the meeting 

A late comer has to pay even a penalty of Rs. 1/-. 

The success of FO on right bank motivated farmers on left bank. The CCA on 
are in goodleft Bank is 800 ha. Irrigation is being done since long and canals 

shape. They therefore started organizing without AKRSP's help. Perhaps they 

did not want the higher water charges as on right bank under the AKRSP 
and assistance.umbrella. The ID is providing other necessary guidance 

though of a 	 short term has indicated that involvement of
The experience 
farmers at every stage is helpful in development of a practicable structure of 

was extremely important. Also offer of
FO. Sustained interaction with catalyst 
going beyond norms for providing infrastructure attracted farmers to go along 

with the NGO. Such indulgence could act both ways and hence one has to be 

circumspect in making such offers in future. 

by the co-operation of theBaldeva Medium Irrigation Project. Encouraged 
effort 	to formfarmers and better utilisation of water in Pingot, AKRSP started 

FO in Baldeva Project which had been constructed in 1976-77. It is located 

close to Pingot project and has irrigation command on both the banks. A FO 
ha through joint efforts of AKRSPis formed on 	 left bank with CCA of 1155 
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and ID. It is for the first time that the FO has resolved to bear 5 percent capital
cost of modifications required in tile distribution systeI. 

Lakhigam Medium Irrigation Project. The scheme is located in Surat district. It
has canal systems on both banks having CCA of 400 ha each. The FO was
formed for the left bank command comprising 700 farmers. The FO is under 
process of registration. The society is yet to take up water management. Initially
the farmers in head reach owning about 80 ha and getting more than their
share of water resisted formation of FO. The Agronomist of AKRSP however
patiently convinced them about the disadvantages of over irrigation and
removed the obstacle. The AKRSP acted as catalyst and invested on additional
infrastructure facilities like road crossings which increased fairmers confidence 
in the NGO. 

The modifications ininfrastructure were jointly decided by tileID. AKRSP and
the FO. The works are being supervised by a quality control conmittee of three
members. one each from tie ID, AKRSP and FO. Such joint comm ittee has
created a strengthened relationship with FO. Readiness for some token financial
investment by the NGO for system improvement in exceptional cases made the 
process faster and earned the confidence of the farmiers. However, such tools 
have to be used sparingly. 

Chopadvav Medium Irrigation Project. Tile CCA of the scheme located inan
adjoining area is 1460 ha. The infrastructure modifications are in progress.
Farmers are being trained by the AKRSP and ID one.Only FO for the entire
command is planned. Formal registration is already made. The physical
rehabilitation of the canal system has not been properly done. However water

is being utilised. AKRSP has offered 
to carry out repair works on distributaries 
at their cost. The process of formation of FO and modifications in
 
infrastructure are being 
 done simultaneously. 

Karjan Major Irrigation Project. It is constructed on river Karjan in Bharuch

district. The project has a CCA of 5 1000 
 ha spread over 91 villagescomprising
11412 ha on right bank and 39588 ha on left bank. 

Chitrawadi minor having CCA of 429 ha spread over in three villages on Right
Bank command was improved by ID as a pilot project for introduction of RWS 
system in consultation with WALMI. The department could bring about strict 
discipline for observing rotations. Enthused by the success, ID and WALMI
decided to promote FO in this minor. A team of agronomist, sociologist and 
an irrigation engineer was deployed by WALMI to motivate farniers and field
staff. The formation of FO is decided although there issone delay in
registration. Meanwhile the FO has taken over tile system for management
under government orders. 
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Similar efforts are initiated in tile left bank command by the ID staff where full 
co-operation is extended by the farmers. One FO is registered in February 
1994 on Dhamanchha distributary having CCA of 282 ha and 239 irrigators. 
The MOU is tunder finalisation with the government. Since there is no past 
experience of irrigation, current water rates on crop area basis are adopted. 
Perhaps volumetric rates of successful FOs in similar area would become 
acceptable and viable. It is proven that ID officials can successfully motivate the 
farmers to set up FO without outside catalyst. No doubt farmers training during 
the process created conducive environment for organisation. 

Saurashtra and North Gujarat 

This region is drought prone. River flow is highly variable from year to year and 
within a year. Though many reservoirs are constructed, water availability is low 
allowing kharif protection and partial rabi irrigation. Perennials are rare. FOs 
have been attempted in three major projects. 

Dharoi Project. It is located in North Gujarat on river Sabarmati about 160 km 
upstream of Ahmedabad city. It serves a CCA of 56000 ha through right and 
left bank canal systems for Mehsana and Sabarkantha districts. The project 
caters to drinking water supply needs of Ahmedabad city also. 

Tile canal network is lined upto 8 ha block. But for want of certain 
modifications and addition of some structures, RWS is not implemented. 

The process of formation for FO was initiated on right bank by ID tinder CAD 
activity. Fourteen FOs were registered during 1983-84. None of them is 
working at present (Annex J). Water was supplied on volumetric basis to all 
FOs. The prevailing volumetric rate i.e Rs. 0.30/10,000 litres was charged to 
the FO and it charged the members on crop-area basis at the Government rates. 
On account of sandy soils, percolation loss was heavy. As a result, the amount 
received by FO was inadequate to cover what was required to be paid to ID. 

As the conversion of the crop area rate in equivalent volumetric rate was not 
done as in case of Ankalav (Mahi), all FOs made a loss and became 
non-functional from 1985 onwards. It is necessary to adopt appropriate rates 
for reviving the FOs. The farmers would like to maintain canals but want ID to 
pay Rs. 100/- per ha to FOs for this purpose. The rate can be reduced at the 
rate of 10 percent for the subsequent five years. A uniform rate of Rs. 50/ha 
may then be paid to FO from sixth year onwards. The process of devising 
volumetric rates and maintenance grant of Rs. 20/ha adopted in case of 
Ankalav FO appears workable in reviving these FOs. It is obvious that FOs 
registered without due preparation and sustained support met with failure. Such 
instances prove counter-productive in long run. 
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Machhu - I Project. The project is located in Saurashtra region and has a CCA
of 10400 ha. Under CAD activities, 7 FOs covering area of about 3000an
ha were registered with efforts of tile ID. As required modifications to canals were not carried out, the FOs have remained dormant. It is necessary to take 
up and complete the modifications to enable revival of these FOs. 

Dantiwada Project. It is a major project having CCA of 44520 ha located onlriver Banas in Banaskantha district of North Gujarat. The entire system is linedupto 8 ha block. The RWS system of water distribution is introduced in the
entire project and is working satisfactorily. The project area has scanty rainfall
and the reservoir is rarely full. ID officers, therefore, organized a series ofmeetings with farmers to share the distress which was readily accepted by
farmers. 

The ID and WALMI organised further meetings at the level of linor to
persuade farmers to form FOs. They are however reluctant to go in for aformal organisation and want to continue managing the distress in informal 
manner. Basically, shortage in availability of water raises doubts amongst farmersabout financial viability of FOs. Secondly and more importantly, tile working
of ID staff is considered efficient aad acceptable by all tile farmers. However,
a systematic research to evolve an appropriate model for such areas is a 
necessity. 

Kalambandhi System in Kharicut Project. The system is operative in 280(0 haof 10 villages in Matar taluka of Kheda district. The farmers of these villages
have been diveriing water for irrigation from Khari, a tributary of riverSabarniati for nearly 300 years in past. Kharicut project was planned andconstructed on this river in upstream in 1881, diverting water into Chandola

tank. This diversion reduced the 
 river flow for use by these 10 villages. Whenconfronted with reduced irrigation supply, the farmers united and approached

High Court.
 

In response, during 1926, the court granted riparian rights to these farmers.
Subsequently the farmers negotiated with GOG and acquired through an
agreement, benefits of Meshwo project coming up in the adjoining basin forassured water supply. According to the agreement, GOG has to provide 70cusecs of flow to this area in view of their established rights on waters of Khari 
river. 

In Kalambandhi area, meaning area ruled by this agreement, there are 2450farmers with an average holding of about one ha. Water distribution amongst
farmers below outlet is done by farmers with the help of ID line staff.Maintenance and Operation isdone by tie ID. Management Committees areformed by the Kalambandhi Khedut Mandal (informal FO) which looks after 
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as it has more advantages.to remain informal in statusirrigation. They desire 
are further assured from SSP, they might like 

In future when their water needs 

to acquire formal status of a FO. 

conversantrice variety is cultivated. The farmers are 
In kharif, only short term 

value of water which developed
about methods of management and scarcity 

1970, involvementcompetent leadership. After 
a sense of discipline through 

has, however, gradually reduced. At 
of farmers in irrigation management 

is with the ID but during a water scarcity year, they 
present the management 

the discharge released 
appoint persons at important junctions to keep an eye on 

by ID. Leaders themselves take round of the canals upto head works. They are 
is properly maintained.their share of water. The system

particular in getting 
management themselves. The 

cooperate and guide irrigationFarmers together and fought for 
on the project indicates that farmers came

experience 
see any advantage in getting formally

riparian water rights but they don't 
of overall shortage of water and only seasonal needs which 

organised on account 
want to get into day to day financial and

by ID. They don'tare being honoured 

other hassles accompanying formalisation.
 

Sardar Sarovar Project 

Mha. The CCA of the first phase of the
of the SSP is 1.8Irrigation potential 

Rivers Narmada and Orsang is 4,48,000 ha. It has been 
project between 

in an area of about 18,000 ha from June 
to commence irrigationplanned 

1996. As a policy on this project, irrigation water will be supplied only to 

groups of farmers and not to individuals. The SSNNL will make water available 

Each minor will serve a VSA of about 200 
at the gated regulators of minors. 

revenue boundaries of 
to 500 ha constituting a FO covering entire land within 

a village or two that can be commanded by the minor. A VSA will have chaks 

of 30 to 60 ha each commanded by an ungated outlet. 

of FOs. They may be 
The officers of SSNNL work as motivators for formation 

or Act or 
under the Gujarat Societies Registration Act Companies

registered 
FOs have been formed. Some NGOs 

under an appropriate act. So far, 84 
The Gandhi Labour Foundation, for instancein the task.have volunteered 


actively participates in this process.
 

of FOs even before water has started
instance of formationThe SSP is an 

canals. It is an example of advance planning by project
flowing into the 

of participatory management of a large irrigation
authorities in the direction 

system.
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Lalpari Minor Irrigation Project 

In tile category of minor project this is the only experience. The scheme
located near Rajkot city was constructed about 100 years ago. 

Although, the dam and the canal system having CCA of 728 ha are 100 yearsold, their physical condition is satisfactory. The reservoir provides drinking watersupply to Rajkot city and only a limited quantum of water for irrig;iton in rabi season for a few waterin-s. farmersThe have accepted this status but haveorganised themselves due to the felt need for sharing of water in commoninterest. At present nearly 360 farmers get tile benefit of irrigation for 320 haof land. They pay irrigation charges as per gove ment rates and as perassessment made by the ID. The water distributior 's done by the irrigators
themselves strictly as per rot:rtions fixed by them from tail to head. Themairntenance of the physical system is done by the 1, . For sundry and urgentrepairs to field channels, they collect Rs. 5 per irrigator. The balance in a yearis not carried forward and they do not maintain accounts. The farmers prefer
to remain informally organised. 

The informal FO has sristirlled because of inherent inbiilt tradition of the last100 years, pragnatic, honest, service minded leadership and fariners withsustained faith theirin leaders; honogeneous population termsin of samevocation" single objective with limited funclions and a small area; sustained
benefits of the scheme; and above all a harmonious relationship and murtual
 
understanding between the ID and 
 farmer leaders. 

Groundwater Lift Irrigation Scheme of GWRDC Limited in Kheda District 

Thc GWRDC, a Slate government corporation, deals with deep tube wells(TW)in the entire state. It has at present about 3000 tubewells under its charge.took a policy decision to hand over TWs to irrigators who offer the charge on 
It 

token rent of Rs. II per TW in the year 1989. Accordingly, 308 TWs werehanded over to irrigators between 1989-94 in tile State. Out of this, 66 TWshad to be taken hack by the GWRDC, because of several reasons. The policy
is still operative. 

The conditions laid down by the GWRDC for handing over are as follows: 

* The water rate is uniform for all crops which is recently increased froni Rs. 
16/hour to Rs. 24/hour. 

* For forming a FO. 75 percent members of the total holdings are required. 
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* 	 The FO has to pay Rs. 5000 as an advance to tie GEB. 

* 	 The FO has to take responsibility of recovering ol dues of tile individual 
tarmers of the comimiand. 

* 	 Total maintenance and operation of TWs is to be carried out by the FO 
at its cost. 

Out of 123 TWs of Kheda District handed over to irrigators between 1989 and 
1994. 42 TWs were taken back by GWRDC because: 

* 	 Yield of water was insufficient to cater to the needs of the command 

* 	 Of failure of the FO to get registered under Co- operative Societies Act 
within prescribed time in the agreement 

* 	 Of disputes amongst farmers 

* 	 Of inability of FO to pay electrical bills 

• 	 Of improper FO management 

* 	 Water was supplied to members even though they were in arrears 

* 	 Of lack of coordination between ID,GEB, and FO 

• 	 Of one sided agreement by GEB for power supply which was erratic 

The reasons of withdrawal of TWs of other Districts might be similar. However 
more indepth analysis is necessary for the 75 percent FOs be similar. However 
analysis is necessary for the 75 percent FOs which continue to function. 

The conditions laid down by GWRDC regarding 75 percent membership, 
period for registration and arrears need modification in line with canal systems 
to promote and sustain FOs. Also continued technical support in a spirit of 
partnership by GWRDC might prove helpful. Training of farmers in water 
management, maintenance and FO management would be extremely useful for 
reviving FOs and for expanding the turnover. 

Turnover 

The relations between system managers and system users in the government 
uaucaged svsleyns have suffered from iiltual suspicion and lack of confidence 
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in the systems capacity to perform. The environment can change gradually.
Accordingly, TO can be a step by step approach. 

The irrigation systems examined here have experienced F() involvement inmanagement for a long period. The concept of TO now under implementationwas not available then. However, the ingradients of turnover in so far asunderstanding with ID, autonomy in internal management of FO and jointaction of receiving water and paying for the same has been there. These initialphases have facilitated thinking towards the present approach of a legallybinding MOU which should be reviewed and modified periodically to make the
ID and FO partnership more equal and sustainable. 

Thus, TO is as yet an evolving process to - hich various models do contribute 
a lot. A uniform pattern isemerging now. However, the terms of managementtransfer may differ from the type and size of the transferred system,dependability of water, and costs involved in operating the system. The statusof TO in the state in different category isof projects and in this background
provided below. 

Major and Medium Irrigation Projects 

Fatewadi Irrigation Project. The FOs are created under specific conditions laiddown by ID. The pumps are owned by the FOs and field channels areconstructed and maintained by them. They manage water distribution bythemselves and hence defacto TO is considered to have taken place and
societies have been functioning for more than 
 two decades. 

Ukai Kakrapar Project. Water management has been turned over to FOs under
a formal letter by ID. Main functions performed by the FOs are distribution of
water, maintenance of FCs, collecting water charges, resolving conflicts and
interaction with ID. ID's responsibilities comprise assured water supply,
maintenance 
 of minor, overall supervision of the system and technical guidance.

TO iscomplete on 
the basis of an executive order. 

Mahi Right Bank Canal (MRBC) Project. In Mahi project, formal TO is madeto two FOs in November 1993, on signing of a formal MOU (Annex 11).After TO, joint inspection of the system was done and mutually agreedmodifications are made. TO is complete through a legal agreement signed
between FO and ID. 

Pingot and Baldeva. Tile MOU is under finalisation with government. However.
provisions of the proposed MOU are already in operation. 
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Groundwater Lift Irrigation Schemes 

TO in state tubewells is at best partial. The efficient, of the ulnhewell. 

transferred to FO has undoubtedly increased. Government liability has 

decreased. However, the terms of transfer are grossly one-sided and have not 

been based on reasonable commitment to sustain farmers managed system. 

More equal terms as is being negotiated for canal system TO needs to be 

considered to make management transfer workable. 

Organisational Procedural Changes 

Organisational Needs 

The needs can be .identified as change in ID organisation and functions. 

structural change in irrigation administration for assuring adequate and timely 

supply of water at the turn over points, joint interaction at the turn over point: 

and unfailing efforts for best upkeep of the entire physical infrastructure of canal 

system and their head works. 

For O&M of canals, the ID has prescribed certain norms for staff 	of a 
oversub-division for carrying out current procedures. 	 When FO takes 

ha, ID will have to dealmanagement, say on a minor commanding about 500 

with only one FO instead of hundreds of irrigators. The workload of ID will thus 

reduce. However, the quality of service and nature of accountability will have 

to improve substantilly. Ultimately, there may be no reduction in manpower. 

Obviously, tile roles and responsibilities of ID will have to be redefined for 	new 

scenario comprising a very large number of FOs. 

The FOs will also riced some staff for water management, maintenance of 

accounts, and recovering water charges. Considering such factors, phased 

requirement of organisational changes willhave to be worked out while avoiding 

disruption. 

Tile staff of a FO commanding about 500 ha would be a secretary-cum c!erk, 

one Karkun, and two chowkidars. They may be part time and/or seasonal 

depending upon tile work load. There would be some reduction in staff with ID 

because of the turn over: and tileID will have to accommodate it elsewhere. 

Tile FO does not need such staff nor can it afford the cost thereof. It has to 

recruit its own staff. Along with reduction in staff of the ID after turn overthe 

duties and functions also get modified to some extent. 
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For example, the Karkun does not have to arrange for supplying water to 
individual farmers nor take measurements of crops; but has to take joint
measurements with tile representative of the FO for bulk water supplied to tile
FO; and maintain water account thereof. It has also to prepare water bill.
Similarly, tile section officer has to ensure that the requisite quantity of water 
is made available at tile entry to the channel turned over to the FO and check 
water accounts maintained by the Karkun. He has to check tile water bill also.
The deputy executive engineer and the executive engineer have to oversee that 
the various provisions of the MOU are adequately implemented. 

Training Needs 

It aims mainly at utilising the vast human resources of users i.e. farmers, who 
are most concerned with irrigation system of the country. Their ability, mature
experience and talent are to he harnessed. Tile comprehensive HRD out-look 
should aim at keeping tinder constant review four basic factors to support
organisational needs for better water management by FOs. 

Attitudinal change iscalled for amongst the line staff for giving impetus to the
activity of formation of FOs. It may also be necessary to provide sonic
incentives to tie staff. Both these requirements can be mel with by providing 
a specific enlry in tie format for reporting performance of each slaff wilh 
respect to his interest in formation of FOs. 

The HRD calls for systematic planning and development of' man power with 
requisite know how through appropriate training as also the facilities for training
both tie trainers and trainees. As per the norms adopted in Mohile and Goel's 
paper (Ref. 47) on National Training Strategy, tie total needs for training
professionals and sub-professionals for the major, medium and minor projects

of Gujarat would lie 1876 persons, and 1333 persons for LLFs.lin addition
 
some 15760 farner leaders would also need to be trained. 

To attain these targets detailed training programmes for both farmers and ID
will to be organised in their respective areas.The major areas identified for FO 
and ID are as tinder. 

Pre-turnover Needs. For FO: Cooperative general principles and philosophy,
irrigation: and irrigated agriculture. For ID: Communication with farmers: 
system improvement: distribution and operation of canal system; coordination 
with other departments concerned: and motivating fairmers for organisation. 

Post-turnover Areas. For FO: Organisation and leadership; cooperative
management; system maintenance; coordination with line-staff, agriculture
deptt., coop deptt.. and local organisations: irrigated agriculture: to work as 
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motivator (NGO) for promotion of FOs in tie command areas; and resource 

development. For ID: Guidance and counselling to FO and attitudinal change. 

Legal Aspects 

Experience of implementing the policy regarding fairmers' participation in 
irrigation management -'an be broadly covered under two categories of schemes 
viz flow irrigation and lift irrigation. The flow irrigation can be further divided 
in two parts viz Major/Medium Schemes managed by government and Minor 
Irrigation Schemes by District Panchayats under the Gujarat Panchayat Act. 
However at the government level the rules, procedures and policy for 
administration of all categories of schemes are identical. 

The Bombay Irrigation Act 1879 and the Gujarat Canal Rules 1962 are the 
two legal instruments operating in the state for irrigation administration. All FOs 
are formed under Gujarat Co-operative Societies Act 1961. For construction 
of field channels under CAD programme. some provisions of the Bombay Land 
Improvement Schemes Act are utilized. 

The BIACT and Gujarat Canal Rules neither specifically, provide for nor 
emphasize formation of farmers organisations. For this purpose it is necessary 
to either amend the present act or to replace it by the New Act on the lines 
previously proposed in the ordinance and frame rules thereunder. The ID has 
followed up its attempt to replace the BIACT by issuing several administrative 
orders. The main thrust in the direction of rational operation of canals for 
maximum and equitable utilisation of available water has been on following 
matters: 

Rotational Water Supply 

Since the turn, time, duration and also the day for taking water by each holder 
of land will be predetermined, the system hopefully will induce internal 
harmony amongst irrigators of every chak which is a very congenial aspect for 
smooth functioning of FOs. For all projects, detailed guidelines have been issued 
for adopting RWS vide ID order of January 21,1988. (Annex - L). By now 
the ID staff has become conversant with these guidelines. Phased programme of 
infrastructure modification with minimum cost is on way to make the canal 
system suitable for RWS. 

The objectives of RWS is eminently suited for implementation by FO. The FO 
has. however, to consult with members to finalise a schedule of rotation 
consistent with him, time and duration of water supply as also the perception 
of members as to how each one's entitlement is met. The ID has to evolve a 
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process of interaction whereby its expertise and farniers experience produce an
operation plan that meets tile interests of the system as well as fariners. 
The system of making individual applications and granting sanctions under 
current rules is not compatible with requirement of RWS discipline which the
ID has accepted for all schemes including Narmada. 

Canal Operation Plan 

For every irrigation season, detailed canal operation plans are prepared in
advance. WALMI has developed a good software for solch programme which
is being used on some projects. It is necessary that all projects are encouraged
and trained to use this software. Such operational plan is then discu~ssed and
finalised in consultation with representatives of farmers in the periodical
meetings of various water management or canal advisory committees set up for
each project. In the ARP under Mahi project such operational plan was
discussed with the FO and then finalised. The programme of running various
canals during each season is then prepared on the basis of such finalised 
operational plan and intimated in advance to each sectional charge and irrigators
thereof through VSACs or any other effective means like informal group of
farmers of each chak under FO. 

Canal Irrigation Only for Critical Stages of Crop-growth 

Besides ID has issued very elaborate instructions and guidelines (Annex M) to 
ensure that canal water is supplied only for critical stages of growth. These
instructions, if followed scrupulously, would help optimise overall production
and reduce tile risk of good agriculture lands becoming saline due to water

logging caused 
 by over irrigation. For projects like Mahi and Ukai-Kakrapar,
implementation of these instructions is still not easily followed. In water
 
sufficient zones regulation of canal water 
supply is necessary. 

Therefore separate instructions have been issued for such projects to ensure that
the surface drains of the project should practically remain dry after Deewali
festival i.e. October, implying thereby that only limited doses of irrigation are
given through canals by creating artificial scarcity of water during non critical 
stages or supplying irrigation water only for critical stages of crop growth.
During 1990-91, in Ukai-Kakrapar project certain drains were selected for
monitoring discharge after October. On the basis of the data so obtained the
discharge in the parent irrigation channel was reduced without any adverse
effect on the irrigation programme. Such constant care and monitoring would 
help in improving health of a project. 
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Water Account 

the necessity ofIrrigation water, being a precious and scarce commodity. 
isobvious. The policy of supplying water onmaintaining precise water account 

on an accounting system of volmlelis ofvolumetric basis also implies emphasis 
sectional charges of irrigationwater delivered to and used by various 

management with due regard to reasonable limits of permissible conveyance and 

seepage losses in various sections of the entire canal system. For such an 

to be precise and correct, a system of concurrent monitoring must beaccount 
enforced. Such a well installed system will be a 'blessing' for the FOs and also 

betterfor successfil performance of Narmada project. The FOs would be 

advised to improve the status of water accounting system and thereby increase 

area tnder irrigation. 

Management Information System 

oneIf a FO is formed at minor level, the ID line staff will have Io deal with 

customer instead of 400 to 500 individual holders of land under the command 

of the minor. The jot) role of line staff will assume new dimensions. Moreover, 

when the water is supplied on volumetric basis, the measurement and billing 

procedures will also be simplified considerably compared to the present practice 

of measuring cropwise areas irrigated and assessing the water charges. If 

computers are used. tile output will not only be refined but will be very quick 

and will require Much less man hours. In Mahi project (CCA more than 2 lakh 

ha), a complete package of MIS has been developed for the current practice of 

dealing with each land holder individually and adopting "crop area" unit. Such 

MIS could easily spread in all projects of the state and the same could be 

further simplified in future when the volumetric supply/rate is adopted for a 

FO. At grass root level a FO need not be burdened with sophisticated MIS. 

They would have to be given simple formats on the basis of which requisite data 

can be ted back to tile sophisticated MIS at the project level. 

Lift Irrigation 

Lift irrigation from canals has been allowed by ID in the initial reaches of canals 

for areas which remain out of flow command. It is a general policy of ID to 

discourage such supply. Permission is given only to limited areas (not exceeding 

2 percent of the command ) on the condition that the farmers form FOs. Such 

FOs have to make their own arrangement to install, operate and repair the 

pumping machinery at their own cost and pay half the usual water rates on crop 

area basis. The successfil FOs on Fatewadi canal provide good indicators for the 
same. 
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Memorandum of Understanding 

In Mahi project, formal TO has been given effect for the two FOs (viz Anklav 
and Kosindra) in November 1993 upon signing tile MOU by both the parties.
A copy of tile MOU can be seen at Annex 11. Before the TO was effected,
joint inspection of the system was made and modifications were carried out as 
mutually agreed. 

The MOU provides mainly for seasonwise water allocation (as per project
provision) subject to availability of storage, intimation of seasonal programme
in advance, right of the FO to charge members to tie extent of 30 percentnon 
higher rates; revision of' water rates, if needed; 20 percent rebate to FO for 
advance payment of water charges to ID; normal M&R of the channel by the 
FO against the grant payable at Rs. 20/ha: and inspection by ID for 
implementation of NIOU. A uniform MOU for all FOs similar to that of ARP. 
Mahi project is under consideration of' ID. 
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Chapter 3 

LESSONS LEARNED 

Introduction 

The experiences and observations recounted in the previous chapter haveprovided valuable insights into the organising process as also tie functioning offarmers managed irrigation system. The wide range of experiences necessarilyprovide a variety in lessons. Some of them are relevant for the category ofprojects which they relate; some others are related to non-governmental sectorand how it can supplement the efforts of government in bringing additional areaunder irrigation; some relate to large irrigation systems and soine other lift fromsurface irrigation: some experiences from ground water program in thegovernment sector have also been provided. An attempt has been made toconcentrate largely on tie generic lessons in the main and to supplement it withonly a few lessons that relate specifically to some of tie important categories.This prioritisation has been made in the background of the work being acontinuing process where moremuch experience will be required io finalise 
patterns for farmers organisations in the state suited to different agro climatic
sub-zones and the typcs of projects. 

Farmer Organisation Promotion 

A committed and effective leadership of FO is capable of influencing the
organising process and the viability of FO 

The WALMI teanl encountered serious difficulties from powerful farmers in tileAnklav ARP who were taking undue advantage of their location and deprivingother farmers of their entitlement. It was found that a FO to be orgalnisedrequired a leadership that had conviction in the value of the work and wasprepared to guide the FO in the interest of all farmers in the command. Theprocess of locating leader was arduous but once identified tile leaders were
accepted for the performance they achieved. 

Rural leadership isstill attached to the ownership of land and the position in therural power structure on this account. Therefore, great caution was exercisedin softening the opposition of powerful people and encouraging others todevelop competence to complete for leadership. In tile Kosindra minor tileinfluence of long experience in this process in Anklav was a great help. The 
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identification. perfornance and competence building of leadership are essential 
elements for ipromoting and sustaining FOs. 

In irrigation systems with wide coverage of commercial crops such as sugarcane, 
a marketing approach for economic prices and recovery of water rate through 
factories brings benefits to FO and ID alike. 

In Gujarat first initiatives in water cooperatives appeared with the sugarbelt 
tinder the Ukai-Kakrapar project in south Gujarat. Sugarcane cultivation 
provided the incentive for tile cooperative to mobilise other inputs for higher 
yields of cane. Marketing was simplified since the sugar factory purchased all 
the production. Sugar factories have also been helping with realisation of water 
charges for remitting it to government. This approach is beneficial for the 
smooth working of farmers operated system in commands where commercial 
crops predonminate. 

WALMIs demonstration of the effectiveness of a multidisciplinary catalytic team 
approach alongwith duration of the catalyst intervention should provide valuable 
guidelines for promoting FO. 

WALMI was given the responsibility to imllement action research in Anklav 
sub-minor of the Mahi Right Bank Canal. Some other organisation, specifically 
IRMA, Anand also took up similar activity. The WALMI work has proved to 
be a success and has led to a diffusion procss through which an additional FO 
has already come into being. Others are making request for WALMI support. 
WALMI had organised a multi-disciplinary team comprising Extension Specialist, 
Irrigation Engineer and Agronomist. 

This team was able to interact with the farmers which led to formation of the 
FO and was able also to convince the FO to bring about systems improved, 
equitable water supply and extension of area of effective irrigation by economy 
of water use as also developing sources of conjunctive use. However, it was also 
found that too long a period of interventions is injurious to self reliance of the 
FO whereas a very early withdrawal can also result in reduction in farmers 
interest in organising. Therefore, the catalyst has to be judging the situation on 
a continuing basis and start a process of withdrawal which makes the FO self
reliant. Both these elements are necessary for the catalyst role in the promotion 
of FO. 
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Multidisciplinary institutions such as WALMI and AKRSP functioning as catalyst
are in a position to facilitate a motivated FO prepared to share in construction 
and perform management functions. 

On Pingot irrigation project in Bharuch district tile ID set up a coordination
committee under the Chairmanship of the Director, WALMI to ensure planned
improvement of the canals as well as participatory management. The committee 
included chief engineer incharge, chief executive of AKRSP (NGO) and
representative of the society. The farmers are involved in the entire process of
promotion of FO and also canal improvement works. The field channels are 
constructed and maintained by farmers at their own cost. 

Onl Lakhigan Project in Surat district the modifications in infrastructure &
canal system have been jointly decided by the ID, AKRSP and the FO and theworks are being supervised by a quality control committee of three members, 
one each from tie ID, AKRSP & FO. On Baldeva Irrigation Project, also in
Bharuch district, the FO has resolved to bear five percent capital cost of
infrastructure modifications. On Karjan project in Bharuch district the ID,
enthused by the success of the RWS system, decided to form FO on one minor
in consultation with WALMI. A team of agronomist, sociologist and an
irrigation engineer was deployed by WALMI to motivate farmers and field staff.
The farmers have formed a FO which has recently taken over the system for 
operation. 

Institutions of this nature in toare a position try newer and more viable models 
which ID cal implement. 

Farmer Organisation Structure and Jurisdiction 

Two-tier structure of informal group at the chak level under a formal FO st

minor level can provide a workable balance between individual farm interest

with the overall group interest. Subsequently higher levels of federations will be
 
supportive of this basic structure.
 

In Gujarat experience micro to macro approach has been pursued. In Mahi as
also Ukai-Kakrapar project, farmers were first approached in the command of 
an outlet for organising at the chak level for improved agriculture as also
irrigation and drainage management. This CADAwas in line with the normal 
approach. Once the group approach was acceptable, the organisation at tie
minor level was taken up. Tile minor was considered workable and convenient
since water delivery can he controlled at the regulator and the number of'
farmers involved were rlot too large. Apart from the water delivery at the 
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minor head regulator, tile distribution system within the connand of the inh or 

followed the same hydraulic criteria. Therefore, the hydraulic boundary has 

been the preferred choice. The farmers group also decided that only one level 
that had to enterof registration was adequate and that level had to be tile one 

into agreement with ID. Therefore, the minor level organisation was considered 

appropriate for this purpose. 

It was already felt that a distributary level organisation will have to emerge to 

make the functioning of the minors satisfactory. Ultimately a project level 

federation will emerge. The pursuit of equity and technicality have led to the 

conceptualisation of a three level formal organisation co-terminus with the 

minor, the distributary and tile project where tile minor level organisation 

functions with the support of informal groups at the chak level. 

For FO coverage, hydraulic boundary has been the preferred option. 

Supply of water and adequate FO control over the regulation of tile turnout 

point(s) that has influence on such supply has led farmers to prefer a hydraulic 

unit rather than tile village as the area of their operation. A single channel like 

minor having command of about 400 to 500 ha has been found to be a 
volune of waterconvenient unit. Also the number of points of measuring 

supplied to the FO should be minimumi, say, one or two. If farmers of one 

village are served by two iminors, perhaps two FOs would be preferable to 

correspond with coniniands of two minors. 

FO Registration 

The irrigators are willing to opt for formal organisation when ID makes a 
as a rule to a group of farmers.condition that water will be supplied 

On Fatewadi Project in Ahmedabad district, the farmers whose lands were 

situated in the initial reach of canal in deep cutting approached ID for allowing 

to lift water from the canals. ID considered their request but put up the 

condition that they should form cooperative societies so as to restrict the 

number of lifting points. This was readily accepted by the farmers. They 

formed about 12 lift cooperative societies to avail of the offer. 

Again, on Sardar Sarovar Project, canals which have not yet started operating 

by now 84 VSACs have been formed. The project proposes to supply thenl 

water through cooperative societies for the purpose. 
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These conditions can become incentives when the State Irrigation Act issuitably
amended and appropriate rules are promulgated. This has a support in the 
positive outcome of projects where FOs are working. 

Registration to formalise a FO has to follow a process that tests the probability
of organisational and financial sustainability and not to precede it. 

On Dharoi project in north Gujarat the process of formation of FO was
initiated on the right bank by the ID tinder command area activity; and 14 FOs 
were formed during 1983-84. The water was supplied on volumetric basis to
the FO at the prevalent volunietric rate of Rs. 0.30/10,0() litres and the
society charged the members onl crop-area basis at tie Government rates. The
 
amount so received by the society 
was less than what it was required to pay tothe ID. Since the conversion of the crop area rate in equivalent voliimetric rate
 
was not done as 
incase of Anklav 1-0 of Malii project, all FOs made loss and

became non-functional from 1985 onwards. The Anklav 
 formula can be
adopted elsewhere under similar circumstances and further refined. 

fit yet another case, 7 F()s covering an area of ahout 3M00 ha were registered
with efforts of the ID under CAD programme on Machhu-! project in
Satirashitra, all of which are dormant at present. The inain reason is that tile
required modifications to canals were not carried oul. The commitiment 1oundertake costly modification notbefore turnover cal become a disincentive if'
carried out in time. Costs so incurred on Anklav can be a poor precedent

Alternatives need to be tried.
 

A simplification of the registration process for water cooperatives along with
delegation of authority to field superintending engineers to take all appropriate
measures including, approval of MOU will speed up the progress of farmers
 
managed irrigation system.
 

At present FOs are reqtuired to be registered tinder the Cooperative Societies
Act. It has been the experience that registration of a society takes considerable 
tiie and the procedure is cumbersome. These procedures require to be
simplified in the recomiiendation of the workshop conducted by WALMI oil
January 19, 1994 (Annex N). Informal groups recognized by IDare sometimes 
preferred by farmers for single purpose FOs. It was desirable that in either case,competence to approve such proposal be vested in SE provided the proposals 
are framed as per guidelines framed by the government. 
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FO Viability 

can be the means to facilitateAssurance of regular and stable source of income 
is essential forthe formation and sustainability of FO. Financial viability 

organisational sustainability. 

The financial viability is necessary for the sustainability of the FO and extension 

of tile activity to facilitate irrigated agriculture for higher income. This viability 

will come partly by raising of internal resources by the FO but substantially from 
overthe ID on account of the savings that willbe generated by the farmers take 

of the system. Initially the second source will be the more important one and 

will also provide the incentive for internal mobilisation of additional resources. 
to this financial aspect. Some of theThe government has therefore consider 


means by which government can contribute to the finances of FO are:
 

of water recovery charges* 	 a grant equivalent to the savings on account 

basis 	 till the FO becomes* 	 availability of M&R grant on a graduated 

reasonably sustainable 

similar other measures* 	 providing a share in the Local Fund Cess and 

possible in the conditions of Gujarat. The Workshop in May 1994 held 
of the local fund cess shouldby WALMI has proposed that 50 percent 

be provided to FOs. This matter needs a close examination as fund 

available will be the basis for improved performance by FO. 

FO can derive reasonable benefits by volumetric water rate for supplies made 

from ID systems. 

In ARP of Mahi project, in Mohini society on Kakrapar project and also in case 

of other FOs it has been found convenient if the ID supplies water to FOs in 
to be turned over, namely headbulk to be measured at the head of the channel 

of the minor. This volumetric water rates for ARP- Mahi project are arrived at 
rate taking intoby converting the crop area charged into equivalent volumetric 

the past five years. Afterconsideration quantities of water supplied for 
derive 	further benefits by economizing onvolumetric rates are Fixed, a FO can 

water and extending area of irrigation. In Kakrapar command a uniform water 

rate of Rs 0.30 per 10,000 litres has been found beneficial because of the 

predominance of sugar cane for which the crop area water rates are quite high. 

However the same rate has worked adversely for FOs in Dharoi project, where 

low water rate crops are predominant and soils are sandy requiring higher (loses 
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of water. Therefore volumetric supply rates have to be fixed after taking note
of the crops grown so that FO has a margin for financial viability. 

RWS suitably utilised to finalise operation plan of canal within the transferred
system will ensure equitable distribution of water . Its success can, therefore, be
achieved more easily when operation plan is finalised in consultation with FO. 

The ID has proceeded to adopt RWS on all projects and has issued guide lines
for officers and staff. The system calls for harmony amongst the irrigators
drawing water from a common source and also between the line staff andirrigators.It is the experience that the RWS system has been well received. On some projects, canal operation plan is prepared every season and finalised in
consultation with water management or canal advisory committees. In the ARPtinder Mahi project, such canal operation plan is being discu~ssed also with the
FO and then finalised. The programme of running various canals during each 
season is then p)repared and intimated in advance to each sectional charge and
irrigators thereof through informal groups of farmers of each chak under FO.
Since water has to be supplied on volumetric basi,: in RWS and since application
for water from individual farmers has no pace both in RWS and FO. scrapping
of such system would go very well with operation of RWS and FOs. 

Maintaining precise accounts of water supplied to FOs and losses in conveyance
and seepage will facilitate economy measures in water use as also financial 
benefits for FO. 

Supply of water on volumetric basis implies emph isis on an accurate accounting
system of volumes of water delivered to and used by various sectional charges

of irrigation field establishment with due 
 regard to reasonable :imits of
permnis3ible conveyance and seepage losses. Such a syftem induces economy inwater use and changes in cropping mix that improves incomes of FO and its
members. Such a system has economic benefits for the area 
 and the system
managers as well since allowance of seepage and evaporation losses will reduce 
payment liabilities of FO and induce ID to attend moreto effective M&R in
 
collaboration with FO.
 

Organisational and Procedural Changes 

Change in the structure and functions of ID will be able to create a convictionabout the seriousness of government commitment to farmer managed irrigation 
system. 
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The present structure of ID is designed to deliver water upto fairm gates within 
a command. Where the FO has started working, tile ID has to ensure the 
contractual obligation to supply water at a designated control point. From there 
FO takes over. This has implications for the organisation of ID below this 

control point and above it. It has to be noted that in spite of water cooperatives 
working now for period, the pace of management transfer to FO has been very 
very slow. One reason is the absence of promotion of FO in the functions of 
the ID functionaries in the field, Government officers are obliged to perform the 
duty assigned to them which does not happen to be the case here. Issues of this 
nature have influence on the attitude of the departmental officers in the field. 
While training will motivate a change in attitude, change in structure and 
function will bring home the reality that changing was inevitable. Now that a 
high level committee with the chief secretary as the Chairman will oversee the 
implementation of policy related to farmers managed irrigation system changes 
in the field level in respect of structure and function need to be attended to. 

Proper maintenance of the system will require the appropriate demarcation of 
responsibilities of ID and FO as long as ownership remains with government. 

It is not possible to anticipate large contribution by irrigators immediately after 
turnover. The process of sharing the incremental income for generating 
adequat , financial resources with the FO will take time. Besides certain works 
in tie distribution system are such that ID may have to maintain them till FO 
has developed competence. These matters have not been taken note of by 
MOU so far. The anticipation is that I'D will continue to carry out special 
repairs, extension and renovation that involves heavy earth work and structures. 
Tile FO will carry out normal repairs including desilting, strengthening of canal 
banks, repair of outlets as also will contribute to emergency repairs during the 
irrigation period. This question has to be kept under constant review so that the 
health of tile system is assured. 

MOU can be the instrument of better understanding of individual and joint 
roles, rights and responsibilities of ID and FO which together impart stability to 
FO. 

Sufficient funds are required by the FO for its viability initially and thereafter 
to ensure its sustainability. Such funds are being largely generated by difference 
in water charges paid by the FO to ID and those paid by farmers to FO. The 
FO can also charge higher rates to non-members. Funds are also generated by 
rebai'e payable for advance payments of water bills and by the grant payable for 
M & R to the canal system. Specific provision of all such matters in the MOU 
does instill a sense of assurance to tile FO about its financial sustainabilitv. 
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The MOU also states that the ID continues to be the owner of the channel 
turned over and would continue to carry out special repairs/extension and 
renovation involving the earth work and all repairs to structures. The FO is 
required to operate the channel and the system thereunder and also to carry 
out normal M & R. This matter will need regular monitoring and appropriate 
action to avoid conflicts hat can harm the relationship between ID and FO. 

FO for management of tubewells transferred by the government agency can be 
sustained with higher operating efficiency provided they are not burdened with 
unreasonable resor,:.ibilities. 

GWRDC has handed over tubewells to FOs on token rent basis through an 
agreement signed by both the parties. The operation cost is to be borne by the 
FO. The water management, tube well maintenance and recoveries from the 
farmers are to be handled by the FO. After TO. most of the tnbe wells are 
operating well and sustained. However GWRDC has laid (]own a condition that 
the FO has to take responsibility of recovering old dues of the individual 
fiarniers of the command. In the workshop field in WALMI in May. 1994 the 
consensus emerged about non recovery of old arrears through FOs, since no 
such condition is part of MOU in water cooperatives on canals. However. M) 
percent recovery of current water charges should be insisted. 

The return ol (tLibewells to GWRDC in spite of overall improved performance
tinder management should suggest a review of the terms and conditions of the 
agreement between the parties. 

Replication 

Replicability and diffusion will be influenced by comparability of technical and 
social situation and the quality of motivational support available. 

In tile Mahi irrigation systenl ARP in Anklav influenced organisation of a society 
in the adjoining Kosindra minor. In the surface lift irrigation schemes of SWDF 
diffusiQn process is very much in evidence. Similarly in Pingot medium irrigation 
project impressed by the advantage the farmers on the right bank had started 
enjoying from such organisation, farmers on the left bank also started organising 
but without the AKRSP collaboration. It is found, however. that motivational 
and technical support of a minimal nature will be required if diffusion and 
replication is intended to be speeded up. ID can undertake this responsibility
provided training infrastructure is extended to be commensurate with the 
programme expansion of farmers managed irrigation system. In the diffusion 
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process the emphasis has to be on quality of tilecatalysts' role ratler than oil 

its quantun. That is an additional advantage. Since the farmers themselves take 

initiative in organising tile prospects of sustainability are also greater. 

Traditional Systems 

In water deficit flow irrigation projects formal FOs may not come up easily. 

The reservoir of Dantiwada project in North Gujarat sulfers from shortage of 

share the deficit and distribute water underwater. Tile farmers of the project 
RWS system and they believe they would not gain anything by having a formal 

water co-operative. 

Si nilarly Kalambandhi system sutffers from deficiency of water. The farners who 

fought a legal battle for their riparian rights are not interested in forming a FO 

since reliability of water availability and supply cannot be ensured. 

Lalpari minor irrigation scheme in Saurashtra also gets only limited water for 

irrigation above certain level in tie reservoir. The irrigators share water in a 

disciplined way, acting like a big family with ; comnnon interest: and are not 

interested in tor'n ing a water cooperative. 

Legislation needs take note of the realities and provide for sustenance of such 
0efforts also. 

Management of NGO developed small systems by organised group of farmers 

in ecologically difficult areas and by socially weak communities should remove 

doubts regarding farmers capability to organise and to manage their irrigation 

systems. 

Gujarat has a number of NGOs who have undertaken work of organising 

farmers for irrigation nianagemnt. The AKRSP is collaborating with the state 

ID in the medium irrigation segment with good results. SWDF(Satguru Water 

Development Foundation) has undertaken pioneering work in the tribal 

dominant areas in developing small irrigation sources and managing it through 

farmers organisation. The socially veak communities have been contributing to 

the cost of such management since the income from irrigated agriculture can 

sup)port it. The experience demonstrates that given the opportunity and tile 

understanding farmers are quick to develop capability to nanage their irrigation 
svsleil
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Chapter 4 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

The recommendations listed in this chapter are based on experiences and lessonslearned and in consideration of suggestions made in the workshop held on 25August 1994 to discuss the entire draft report with the Government of Gujarat
(GOG) officials and NGOs. The suggestions are abridged in Annex R. The draftreport was again discussed with the Board of Directors of SSNNL on 5 September
1994. There was general consensus about considering recommendations relevantto SSP. No doubt, there are several unanswered questions about tile course to beundertaken in flture. Research is necessary for seeking answers to these, while 

continuing with enlarging FO activity. 

In this context, three recommendations are included at tie end of this chapter toserve as research agenda. GOG has already constituted a working group headed bychief secretary and a standing committee headed by Secretary, N & WRD, forplanning and implementing neededthe policy changes required to bring about
participatory management of water for irrigation. 

Factors Facilitating Promotion of FO 

If adoption of a comprehensive legislation is likely to take time, the presentBombay Irrigation Act, 1879 may be amended to provide for formation of FOswith a specific stipulation that the irrigation water supply would be made available
only to FOs. Volumetric 
 supply and RWS being in overall interest of farmers,
should be incorporated in the Act. Wherever necessary, a transition period of one 
or two years may be prescribed. 

In the BIACT there is no specific provision to supply water to individual farmersthrough FOs. All such individuals should be made eligible to receive water thoughFOs only. Again such suppl) v'as to be on volumetric basis which would need some
infrastructure modifications it; mne system. Some time would also be needed for tieactivity of organising farmers. During such initial period of say one or two years thepresent system of supplying water to individual on crop area basis has to be 
continued. 
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For promotion of FOs in tribal areas for small lift irrigation schemes, an approach 

to the community through family units is recommended. 

For better and speedier results, tile work in tribal area has to cover various aspects 

of the life style of the tribal people, such as health, hygiene education and social 

culture for which an approach through family units, and particularly the women 

folk. is recommended. The SWDF model for liftirrigation is an indicator in this 

direction 

Role of Catalyst 

NGOs' catalytic role would remain limited to promotion of FOs as models. The 

primary responsibility for forming FOs in irrigated areas would be with ID for which 

the line staff may be trained, motivated and assigned the tasks of c atalyst. 

Beine linited in numbers. the NGOs cannot cover all projects for formation of FOs 

and therefore, they can illbest be expected to install some viable models. The ID 
as catalysts for formation of F()s on a largewill ha,,e to deploy its staff to work 


scale. Obviously the staff*would need training and motivation for the purpose,.
 

The catalytic process has to start with efforts of a multi- disciplinary team of
 

catalysts comprising irrigation, agriculture and extension specialists.
 

In practice the process of actual formation' of FO in the field may conveniently
 

start bottom upwards through a multidisciplinary team of specialists in irrigation.
 

agriculture and extension drawn fron ID and AD.
 

The catalyst should not withdraw before FO's viability is established; nor should it
 

stay too long to cause over dependence.
 

The withdrawal of the catalyst has to be properly timed. After a certain initial
 

period, the FO would take time to establish its viability. during which period the
 

presence of catalyst vould be vcry much needed for guidance. Once the FO gains
 

sufficient experience tilecatalyst has to withdraw as otherwise the FO may form
 
iahabit of over-dependence upon the catalyst. rather than being self.reliant.
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Incentives or Motivational Factors 

A committed, strong and sustained follow-up action by ID is recommended
 
through a special monitoring and evaluation cell.
 

Once the ID decides to supply water to groups of farmers only and not toindividual farmers it would be necessary to take committed steps to implement tiledecision and such follow-up action would need a special monitoring cell. The follow 
up action would continue well beyond TO. 

The ID should launch multi-media mass awareness programme amongst target water
 
users.
 

It will he necessary to create mass awareness amongst farmers who have to be
informed and explained tile of participatory irrigation management and its
concept 

benelits 
 to eiin so that the activity of formation of FO can pick ul) momentu in.
This would need 
 a campaign with a programme comprising all media viz., AIR,
Doordarshan. News Papers, Magazines, Leaflets. Fairs, Religious and Social 
functions, Special Seminars. 

Special water allowance should not be authorised to promote Fs, even initially. 

Each project report provides a specified water allowance which is uniform
 
throtghout the particular of tile
zone project command. A soft option shoild not
be adopted to increase such water allowance, even initially, as an incentive or
attraction 
 for formation of an FO. Such temptation has proven to be counter 
productive. 

Level and Structure of FO. 

A three-tiered FO comprising informal set up at outlet level, a formal FO at minorlevel catering up to 500 ha, and a federation at distributary level is recommended. 

Tie process of forming FO may start at outlet level by motivating farmers of a
chak to form an informal group. Leaders of such chak groups of a minor can form a formal FO at the minor level. Subsequently, when formal FOs of all tile minors
of a distributary are formed, they may federate at tie distributary level. For alarge/major project, such federation can form a union at tie branch/ main canal
level. For a minor/micro irrigation project, a single tier FO would suffice. 
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Initially, informal FOs are recommended in water deficit regions. Appropriate 

enabling provision may be considered while amending the BIACT. 

are able to provide limited quantity of water.
Projects in water deficit regions 

inclinedsufficient for just one or two waterings. Farmers of such projects are not 
hassles and obligations of followingto go in for formation of a formal FO as the 

rules and procedures detract them. 

Formal Registration of FO 

A simplified procedure for registration may be formalised early by the Registrar of 

Cooperative Societies. 

The present procedure iscumbersome, lengthy and interpreted differently by local 

guidelines from the Registrar of Cooperative.officers. Siniplified and unambiguous 
Societies will go a long way in reducing the hardships and avoidable procedural 

delays. 

Water Rates 

time to time. They should beWater rates should reflect its scarcity value from 

based on volumetric bulk supplies to FOs. 

average of current structure of crop/area water rate may beInitially weighted 
for each season. FOs can be

converted into equivalent volumetric water rate 

convince(] about such conversion. This helps achieye full recovery and switch over 

FOs adopt such volumetric rate, necessary upwardto volumetric supply. Once 
in a phased manner to match O&M costs.revision can be implemented 

for members and non membersFOs should be authorised to fix water rates both 


within the minor command. Rate differential may be ahout 30 percent.
 

Depending on the volumetric water rate to be paid by F() to ID. the FO may fix 
FO earns a reasonableeither crop-area or hourly water rate for its members so that 

30 percent hi2her ratessurplus. In so doing non- members can be charged upto 


than the nenbers.
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Turnover and Memorandum of Understanding
 

A generalised model MOU based 
 on experience generated so far may be issuedearly to serve as a guide for intending FOS. Alternative models may be considered 

Alternative could include: 

* water cooperatives under the State Cooperative Act 

* societies under the Society Registration Act
 

" companies under the Central Company 
 Law 

* long-term agreement 

* recognised groups/associations under Irrigation Act afler its amendment 

Viability 

F()s may be encouraged to limit their activities initially to water management for 
diversilication at a later dale. 

Pririary objective is better water managelent so that water use efficiency increases
resulting into improved productivity. If many activities are clubbed together in the
beginning, the primary objective is likely to get a back seat. At a later (late it
becomes easy to take up new activities which sustain Fo)s for a longer time. 

For financial viability, model MOU could comprise following incentives: 

An appropriate rebate in water bills for prompt payment along with suitablediscount for those making advance payment. Since no other income is a ailable for
FO, provision for suitable discount on prompt paynment should be made in MOU 
to generate assured income. 

Earmarking for use by FOs, a part of local fund (LF) b) cess payable on water
charges for improvement of roads in their commands. At least a part of LFcess 
payable on water charges should be earmarked for use h) Fos for imlprovement ofroads in the command so that need based opti iurn use of such fired can he made 
by users themselves. 
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Passingon a part of M&R grant to FOs for normal maintenance of minor and the 
system. Part of M & R grant may be given directly to Ft )s for miaintenance of' 

minor canal system so that need based opliI in Ise of such fund can be made hy 

users themselves. 

Extension of incentives eligible under the Gujarat Cooperative Societies Act to FOs. 
The FOs should be apprised of various incentives being given to other co-operative 
societies and they should be properly guided to apply for and avail iiemn. 

Human Resources Development 

Appropriate HRD programme should be devised for ID line staff and farmers for
 
cooperative participation.
 

The line staff working in present conditions has to be trained for adopting to 
changing situation. There is a gap between present pattern and the working pattern 
expected in the new situation. The gap has to be critically studied and identifiecd. 
and appropriate training programine carefilly devised to bridge the gal). Volume 

of HRD needs should be assessed and required institutions should be identified 
and/or created. 

WALMI should be assigned consultant's role for participatory management, 

networking with agriculture training centres, training line staff and trainers for 
imparting training to both farmer leaders anti ID officers, and coordination of HRD 
programme implementation. 

WALMI is an apex autononious institution for training in water and land 
management prograines in the State. Agencies engaged in the prograinnie of"FOs 
may meet with problem in areas such as irrigation management, agriculture, and 
human resources development. WALMI with the aid of itsfaculty inthe respective 
fields can help in finding a solution to field problems faced by the catalytic agents. 

WALMI is mainly engaged at present in providing training to different level field 
staff. AD looks after training in Agriculture for their field staff and farmers by 
arranging programmes at its training centres. WALMI can take advantage of such 

progranimes by syichronising the agricultural training needs ewnerging froml the 
field, or can jointly plan integrated training programnes for IA. WALMI can cater 
to the special training needs for line staff, farmer leaders, in cooperative water 
ianagei ent in collaboration with District Cooperative Unions and CI). Lastly 

WALNI1I should devise HRD prograniime and coordinate its impleieuenialion. 



Replicability 

For speedy diffusion, avail services of articulate members of viable FOs and deploy
them with trained staff of WALMI and ID. 

The efforts to spread FO programmes are made at present through ID and some 
NGOs. For speedy and successful diffusion, tihe service of potential members of
successfil FOs may be availed as catalyst with necessary support from ID and 
WALMI. Since, the farmers have realised the benefits of FOs and are conversant 
with the neighbouring the and agriculturesystems, farmers, the practices, their 
communication becomes more credible and effective. Such local resource persons 
may be included in the teams of catalysts. 

Identify potential NGOs to act as catalysts in each district for formation of FOs. 

There are different organisations working for rural development, social welfare,
education, and health in the State. In view of tile vast command area to be brought
under operation by FOs, potential NGOs with ability and aptitude should be 
identified and entrusted work of catalysts. 

Organisational and Procedural Changes (OPC) 

Superintending engineers may be empowered to grant approval to offormation 

FOs as per government guidelines.
 

At present, ID's approval is required for forming each irrigation FO. Such approval

precedes registration tinder Cooperative Societies Act. This power should be vested
 
by government in SE who should follow specified government guide lines. 

Government policy may be revised to ensure construction and maintenance of field 
channels by FOs while assuring continued technical guidance. 

Real participatory management will be accomplished by inducing at least some 
financial involvement of farmers like bearing the cost of field channels. Field 
channel is essentially a private facility necessary for equitable distribution of water 
as per RWS. The difficulties regarding land acquisition and right of way will 
disappear if the construction and inai ntena rice are done by users ihemselves, which 
incidentally will promote harniony aniongst the members of FOs. ID's role should 
be limited to providing only technical guidance. In ithis context. the present 

'oVernlienIt policy may he revised. 
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Chairman of FOs may be considered for empowerment as canal officers. 

The chairman of a cooperative society has the powers of head of the Institution 
under the co-operative act and rules to manage the functioning of a society. 
Empowering him as canal officer under BIACT will broaden the horizon of his 
powers for better water management. 

Incentives may be provided for motivating line staff through performance appraisal. 

The ID line staff has a major role in bringing about the transformation in irrigation 
water management culture. Positive encouragement to such staff can be built in 

their performance appraisal. One way of doing this is to add a new item specifically 
for such aspect of transformation in the format for reporting annual performance 
of such staff. It could be followed up by issuing letters of commendation. On tie 
basis of such appraisal selective posting may be offered to meritorious persons. 
Such incentives should be considered as a package and widely notified to all the 
staff. 

Research Agenda 

A study of non functioning FOs should be launched to identify the causes and 
provide guidance for pilot projects. 

During the past few years quite a few FOs have become non- functional after 
formal registration whereas in the same or surrounding area and in almost identical 
or comparable environment, some FOs are working satisfactorily. In some cases, 
early completion of structural modifications caused waning of interest whereas in 
others lack of completion caused it. FOs in head reach get adequate water whereas 
in tail they don't get. But both situations have surprisingly caused dormancy. 
Financial non-viability is accompanying water deficit regions and is a major cause. 
It is therefore advisable to carry out in depth study to find out real reasons and 
identify remedies to revive the FOs. Such a study will also provide guidance or 
feedback for launching some more pilot projects. There could be slight shift in 
focus from ARP approach for the adaptive trials so that successful models can be 
recommended for large scale replication. 
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The role to be performed by ID, CADA and WALMI in future may be assessed 
and studied in depth to enable their effective transformation. 

In the next ten years or so, Gujarat will have developed its full potential of 
irrigation. Therefore the construction phase of such schemes would practically end. 
In this context it is necessary to conduct a study regarding changed roles of ID, 
CADA and WALMI and regarding the manner in which a smooth transition should 
be initiated right from now for such transformation. The CADA has gone through 
a difficult phase so far. Its role has to be more clearly recast to realise the 
olbjectives of* wholesale development of irrigated cominands. The fabric of' 
organisational and training requirement of the entire N & WRD ten years hence 
should be preconceived in suich a study so that in the ultimate phase comprising
only single activity of commissioning the completed projects and utiilisation of' 
potential, the entire coiniunity of the staffand FOs are well equipped to optilnise 
their performance efficiency yielding inaxililum output at minimul cost. 

An action research project may be taken up in the entire command of a completed
medium irrigation scheme north of river Narmada for trying out all 
recommendations as Research and Development (R&D) effort. 

III such R&D effort normal rules and i)rocedIre will naturally not apply. Therefo're 
specific orders of exemption may ibe fuill to carry out R&D beissued and autliority
vested in the SE with a view to facilitate his working and avoid audit objectilOns. 
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Chapter 5 

NEXT STEPS 

The National Water Policy and State policies have identified people's participation
as a central theme for improving irrigated agriculture. Se, : up of FOs,implementation of requisite OPC and TO to sustainable FOs have ocun considered 
as the three instruments for achieving this goal. Recommendations have been listedin this report assessing the experiences in Gujarat. Research agenda has also been 
identified. 

Steps that can be taken during the next three years can have salutary effect onrealisation of short term as well as long term goals. This is especially true because 
a midterm review of eighth Five Ytear Plan has been undertaken. Thinking about theninth plan will also start a little. The following paragraphs bring out a practicable
action plan that emerges from the recommendations. 

Farmer Organisations 

The government of Gujarat is identifying pilot projects (PP) and corresponding
catalytic agents. The minor irrigation projects which are not yet covered by theeffort have to be brought into the fold of pilot projects in a big way . Some of themodels and/or approaches available in the country as a whole should be attempted
on these schemes. The coverage of pilot projects can comprise study of unresolved
issues like - informal Vs. formal FOs, micro to macro approach and/or vice versa,
single purpose or multi purpose FOs, incentives for farmers and line staff. The realchallenge lies in development of an appropriate model for the large water deficit
regions of the State, as Mahi and Ukai-Kakrapar models will admirably serve the 
south and central Gujarat regions. 

Organisational and Procedural Changes 

The State has to take immediate steps to introduce the modified bill for irrigation
and drainage. It can be discussed in the political parties or in Consultative
Committee of NWRD to have a smooth sailing in legislature. Simultaneously,
efforts should be made to amend the BIACT, 1879 to empower FOs and ID staffto enable them to move fast. Procedure for registration should be smoothened sothat it does not become counter productive. Mechanism to ensure cooperation of
AD and CD should be set up. At ID level, government policy should beannounced, a generalised MOU - MOA formalised. patterns of water rates onvolmilletric basis annlournced. reorientation of line staff of project commands 
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undertaken and policy for construction and maintenance of field channels 
modified. 

Above all immediate steps are required to start work on identified Research 
Agenda. 

Turnover 

Wherever TO has taken place, a special team should be assigned to hold discussions 
with the concerned FO and find out difficulties experienced and to recommend 
remedies. Successful TO would mean quicker diffusion, in future. The up and 
coming FOs should be selectively supported to realise TO during next three years. 

In case of FOs where financial viability is not yet established, a special task force 
be asked to meet the concerned office bearers and evolve a time bound action plan 
for the purpose. 

The action plan for the next three years could comprise the following: 

1995 Launching additional pilot projects ; moving the new bill or proposals 
to amend BIACT; issue of policy - model MOU/MOA - volumetric 
water rates; modification of policy about field channels: 
simplification of registration process; training of catalysts, line staff 
and farmer leaders of pilot project commands; setting up of task 
forces. 

Starting work on Research Agenda. Setting up of Coordination 
mechanism between ID-AD-CD. 

1996 	 Review of role of ID - CADA - WALMI and reorientation. Training 
of farmer leaders and line staff, feedback on causes of failures and 
proposals for future, identification of catalysts, restructuring of ID to 
suit new role setting up of diffusion targets in 4 different categories 
of projects. Setting up federations on Mahi and Tapi commands, 
public awareness campaign. 

1997 	 Finalise targets for ninth FYP, set up confederations on at least Mahi 
and Tapi systems, trials for privatisation, start with Narmada FOs in 
a concentrated manner, set up a conflict management mechanism 
outside government fold, attempt diffusion on a large scale and 
provide mid course correc!ions. 
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Annex A 

EXTRACTS FROM NATIONAL WATER POLICY (1987) 

"Irrigation: 10.1: Irrigation planning either in an individual project or in a basis 
as a whole should take into account the irrigability of land, cost effective
irrigation options possible from all available sources of water and appropriate
irrigation techniques. The irrigation intensity should be such as to extend the
benefits of irrigation to as large a number of farm families as possible, keeping
in view the need to mzximise production. 

:10.2: There should be a close integration of water use and land-use policies. 

:10.3: Water allocation in an irrigation system should be done with due regard
to equity and social justice. Disparities in the availability of water between headreach and tail end farms and between large and small farms should be obviated 
by adoption of a rotational water distribution system and supply of water on a 
volumetric basis subject to certain ceilings. 

:10.4: Concerned efforts should be made to ensure that the irrigation potentialis fully utilised and the gap between the potential created and its utilisation isremoved. For this purpose, the command area development approach should 
be adopted in all irrigation projects. 

"Water rates : 11 : Water rates should be such as to convey the scarcity value
of the resource to the users and to foster the niivation for economy inwater-use. They should be adequate to cover the annual maintenance and
operation charges and a part of the fixed costs. Efforts should be made to reach
this ideal over a period, while ensuring the assured and timely supplies of
irrigation water. The water 
rates for surface water and ground water should

be rationalised with due regard 
 to the interest of small and marginal farmers." 
11 

"Participation of farmers and voluntary agencies : 12 : Efforts should be made
to involve farmers progressively in various aspects of management of irrigation
system, particularly in water distribution and collection of water charges.
Assistance of voluntary agencies should be enlisted in educating the farmers in 
efficient water use management." 
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Annex B 

LIST OF THE WORLD BANK AIDED PROJECTS
 
WHERE RWS SYSTEM HAS BEEN INTRODUCED IN PHASES
 

Sr. 

No. 


I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1I. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 

Name of project 

Machhanala 
Hadaf 
Bhadar (P) 
Sukhi 
Deo 

Watrak 
Guhai 
Mazam 
Sipu 
Kaluhbhar 
Sukhbhadar 
Machhundri 
Uben 
Ve nu-II 
Und-I 
Demi-lI 
Aji-Ill 
Aji-I! 
Panam 
Dantivada 
Bhadar (S) 
Shetrunji 
Machhu-I 
Machhu-lI 
Karjan 

Total: 

CCA 

(ha) 

2463 
5238 
80(X) 

19790 
6457 

18341 
7111 
4717 

160()0 
4702 
5410 
8095 
2497 
5253 
9900 
3108 
6635 
2384 

348(X) 
44517 
26587 
35750 
10409 
9990 

562(0) 

354354 

Area suitable 
for RWS 

(ha) 

1916 
4368 
7433 

10731 
5150 

13531 
6327 
3900 

10490 
3802 
5286 
5543 
2497 
4471 
9050 
3108 
5967 
2384 
2b6I 

44517 
9196 
4742 
2001 
7500 
5035 

182006 
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Annex C 

COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCY OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

1.0 The action research studies carried out over the last five years in thecommand area of 1000 ha under Anklav sub minor (communitymanaged) 
that 

of Mahi right bank canal (MRBC) systems clearly indicates 
water use efficiency, measured usually in terms of 'area irrigated perdJay cusec' (AI/DC in acres) is enhanced by 66 percent compared tosuch efficiency in the just adjoining area of 5660 ha under Adasdistributory (Government managed) which is the parent channel of the

Anklav sub minor. The performance details of irrigation under these two
channels for the last five years is shown in the following table. 

2.0 There are ten F()s in the corn mand of the Ukai-Kakrapar which is a
major irrigation project of Gujarat with command area of 3.31 lakh ha.These water coope'ratives commanding an area of 4460 ha wereregistered in various years from 1978 to 1989. They are supl)hied water on volunmetric basis at the rate of Rs. 0.30 per 10,00 litres. 
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Table 5 

Performance Details of Irrigation under
 
Ankalav and Adas Distributory
 

Sr. Year Season 	 Al/DC Al/DC Remarks 
No. 	 Anklav Adas Dist.
 

sub-minor
 
(1000 ha) (5660 ha)
 

1. 	 1986-87 Kharif 2.05 1.23 a. Anklav SM 
Rabi 2.85 1.19 is self 

managed by 
(H.W.) 2.38 1.32 farmers. 

2. 	 1987-88 Kharif 2.40 1.44 b. Adas Dist.
 
Rabi 2.40 1.62 (excluding
 
H.W. 	 2.38 1.23 Anklav SM) 

is managed 
by ID. 

3. 	 1988-89 Kharif 1.99 1.34 
Rabi 2.93 1.28 
H.W. 2.95 1.36 

4. 	 1989-90 Kharif 2.80 1.39 
Rabi 3.05 1.63 
H.W. 2.51 2.20 

5. 	 1990-91 Kharif 2.25 1.45 
Rabi 2.89 1.80 

35.83 20.48 

14 14 = 2.42 = 	 1.47 

Result : AI/DC Anklav sub minor (SM) (community managed) is 66 percent 
more than that of Adas Distributory. (ID managed.) 

Their performance is found to be much better than of their 
parent channels managed by ID. Please see below abstract of 
five years' performance of five such FOs. 
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Table 6Comparative Performance of Areas of F()s and Non FOs.
 

Sr. Name of water 
 Weighted Ai/DC (acres) of lastNo. cooperative. 
five ears. 

for F,)s -or parent channel. 

1. Mohini 4.21 1.942. Hathuka 3.88 2.633. Vaskui 3.48 2.034. Raynra 4.24 3.535. Pardi-Indris 4.21 2.16 

18.02 12.29 

5 5 

Absolute Average = 3.60 2.46 

Restif: AI/DC of F()s is43 percent betler than thatl ofparent channel. 
The GWRDC Ltd. has started handing over such itibewells on token rentto willing ftrner beneficiaries for operation and muai ntenanceBesides. 	 as FOs.there are quite a few private colmpanies operating very deeplubewells itMehsana district. It is ftnd that such privale companiesperform better Ihan even the FOs. The coinparison of irrigationperformance f26 w.iter cooperalives of Kheda District and 13 privatecompanies of Mehsana district is reported by Turshar Shah and SaunindraBhattacharya of Institute of Rural Maliueruent. Anand (IRMA) in their paper on er ()rgani.ati on",rnil 
 for Lift lrrintriumand Tubewells Cooperatives of Gujarat" 

Irrigation companies
which appeared as Net WorkPaper 26 in June 

journal 
1993 issue of Overseas Development Institute (UK)'s)DI Irrigation Management Net Work. (Reference) They haveconcluded thtt "-a company managed tubewell operatted for 50 percentmore hours per .'ear than a cooperative iianagedt ubewell." The reasonsfor better pertrrnaince of a private com arc;ianyobvious. Here. thesense of ownership is ntch stronger comparedcooperal,,es. Likewise.he cooperalive perform better 

to 	 thal obtaining in 
ihai government'

Public imlnal
ged systems. 
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Annex D 

STATUS OF FOs IN MAHI IRRIGATION PROJECT 

Sr. 
No. 

Name Villaee Minor 
distri-

hUtorv 

or CCA 
in 

ha 

No. of 
holdings 

Year of 
Regis-

stration 

Catalyst Present 
Status 

Programme 

I. Sardar Krishi 
\'ikas Pivat Sahakari 

Ankalav 
Anmbali 

Anklav 
subminor 

I (XX) 1738 1992 WALMI Working WRM&T 

Ma n d a li. Bheta si 

2. Kosindra 
Sub-minor Krishi 
Vikas Sahakari 

Mandali. 

Kosifidra Kosindra 
subminor 

125 1993 Self 
(WALMI 
advisory) 

Working 

projectp roj e d 

WRM&T 
project 

3. Kavitha Piyat 
Sahakari Mandali 

4. Valli Khar-'ukta 
Jamin Sudharna 
Sahakari Mandali. 

5. Dabhou Kharyukta 
Jamin Sudharna 
Sahakari Mandali. 

Asi 

Valli 

Dabhou 

Kavitha 
subminor 

275 

50 

50 

395 

38 

103 

1990 

1991 

1991 

IRMA 

WALMI 

WALMI 

Not 
working 

Not 
Norkne 

Not 
workirW 

WRM&T 
project 

ICAR 
(Draina 
Scheme) 

ICAR 
(DraiaLe 
Scheme) 
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Annex E 
NON FUNCTIONING FOs IN MAHI IRRIGATION PROJECT 

ORGANISED UNDER CAD PROGRAMME 

Sr. Co-operative Name of CCA Number of Date ofNo. Society Village in ha. Members W-Oration 

1. Bhalej Piyat
Sahakari Mandh 

Bhalej 446 50 31.05.83 

2. Finav Piyat Finav 725 42 31.01.85 
Sahakari Mandli 

3. Sahaj Piyat
Sahakari Mandli 

Sahaj 549 37 09.02.87 

4. Navli Piyat Navli 200 34 29.04.85 
Sahakari Mandli 

5. Ajarpur Piyat
Sahakari Mandli 

Ajarpur 641 38 29.04.85 

6. Anklav Piyat Anklav 400 28 31.01.85 
Sahakari Mandli 

7. Mogari Piyat Mogai 125 51 25.02.85
Sahakari Mandli 
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Annex F 
FUNCTIONING WATER COOP SOCIETIES IN THE 

UKAI KAKRAPAR PROJECT ORGANISED 

Sr. Cooperative 
No. Society 

I. 	 Mohini Water 
Cooperative 
Society 

Saras Water 
Coperative 

Society 
3. Gadal Water 

Cxperative 
Society 

4. Wanksui Water 
C'iperaive 
Sc c.1y 

5. ltathuka Water 
('ooperative 
scclctV 

6. 	 Raynia Water 

Cocpewrative 
Society 

7. Padri-Idrish Waterl. 
Cooperative 
Society 

8. 	 Gangpur Water 
Cooperative 
Society 

9. 	 Umrakh Water 
Cooperative 

Socciety 
10. 	 Shera Water 

Cooiperative 
Society 

Toctal: 

Name of 
Village 

I. Kharhhasi 
2. Mohini 
3. Goja 
4. Gangava
5. Khamhhasala 
6. Delvada 
I. Saras 

I. Gadat 
2. Pathvi 
3. Manekpur 
4. Dhakvada 
I. (Champavadi 

2. 	 'ankui 
3. Dungergang 

I. Illafhcka 
2. Iihimcur 
3. 	 liik hal 
4. 
5. 
6. 
I. 

2. 

2. 

I. 
2. 

Golan 
Kanjcd 
Kurnhhia 
Rayina 

Kanta Sayou 

Iiardi-ldri, 

Kathodra 

Karcli 
Gangpur 


3. Jeipur 
4. Umrakh 
I. Bahen 

2. UJmrakh 

I. Shera 
2. Mangrol 

UNDER CAD PR(XRAMMI! 

Canal CCA No. of Dat of
in ha. Farmers artio 

4L,5L.6L Sub Minor 487 225 
Ex.Bhestan Minor 

Orma Sub Minor 
2R Sub Minor 

Gadal Minor and 
Ambika River 

("harnpawadi and 
Wanskui Minor 

Hlathuka Sub Minor 
Ilalhuka Minor 
Nalan Sub Mm,ncr 

Rayma Distributary 

Piludra Minor 

4L Sub Minor 

Ex. Kareli Minor
 

ILand IR Ex. 

Kareli Minor
 

Asia Minor. 

Utaraj Sub Minor and
 
D.O. of Hansot Branch 

4


15.7.78 

458 261 12.12.86 

353 610 11.2.85 

411 290 13.6.83 

1073 4(X) 27.1.83 

453 
 140 01.01.82 

672 
 141 20.08.82
 

89 
 106 22.08.86
 

199 
 213 08.11.89 

266 
 198 11.08.88
 

401l 2584 

Ke: B:r -
Ex-
Dy -

Branch Canal 
Off-taking from 
Distnhu;ary 

DO -
Coop-
Mr -

Direct Outlet 
Cooperative 
Minor 
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Annex G 
NON FUNCTIONING WATER COOP SOCIEIEiiS IN TIlE

UKAI KAKRAPAR PROJECT ORGANISED UNDER CAD PROGRAMME
 
Sr. Cooperative 
 Nam.- of Canal CCA Noi. of Date ofNo. Society Village 

in ha. Farmers Rq ofratjon 
I. Syadla Water I. Syadla Syadla Sub 294Cooperative 90 27.01.832. Kareli IL Y Sub Minor

Society 
2. Mudad Water I. Mudad DO Kathodra.

Cooperative 628 339 12.12.882. Kareli 3L Kathodra,Society 
2R Vadoli 

3. Dhanori Water I. Dhanori Gadut Minor
Cooperative 572 316 29.10.802. Changa (IL.2L,3L & IR)

Society
 

4. Salej Water I. Salej 3L.4L,4R
Cooperative 214 214 29.01.852. Kolva Ex. Amalsad Br.Society 3. Chanda 

4. Vasan 
5. Sardar Kalvach I. Kalvach Desad Minor 321 227 18.10.82Water Cooperative 2. Desad
 

Society
 

6. Devadh Water I. Chalthan Devadh MinorCooperative 880 515 09.09.832. Kharad 2L and TWCSociety 3. Kharbhans 
4. Antroli 
5. Niyol 
6. Gangdhara 

7. Sania Hemad I. Kosmadi Saroli Sub Minor 465Water Cooperative 218 07.07.832. Sania and 15L, DOSociety 3. Hemad 
4. Saroli 

8. Sania Kande Water I. Sania 6L,7L and 8LCooperative 927 322 09.09.832. Kande B3hestan Minor etc.Society 3. Eklora 
4. Dindoli 

9. Ladvi Ovian I. Ladvi Sania Minor 495
Water 208 15.12.882. Ovian IR W/C. IL/WC, TWCCooperative 3. Valthan
Society 4. Chhadacha 

10. Vanz Water I. Vanz Vanz Minor

Cooperative 849 127 30.03.832. Talangpor Ch. 17 to 25,4 etc.Society 3. Lajpur 

4. Vaktana 
5. Bonand 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
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II. 	 Mangrol Water 1. Mangrol Mangrol Distrihutary 383 106 I 1.08.81 
Cooperative 2. Kalam Ch. 10.5 to 12.1 
Society 

12. 	 Digas Water Digas Kanva Distrihutary 760 332 19.07.88 
Cooperative Ch. 2.9 to 5.9 
Society 

13. 	 Dihen Water Dihen Barbodhan Minor 1164 588 21.05.90 
Cooperative Bhandut Minor 
Society 

14. 	 Pal Water Pal 7L, 8L and 9, 280 302 21.01.91 
Cooperative DOL Ex. of Hajir 
Society Branch 

15. 	 Vesu Bharathan I. Pana Dumas Distrihutary 1132 242 
Water 2. Althan Ch. 0 to 15 
Cooperative 3. Bharthana 
Society 4. Bhimrad 

5. Khajod 
6. 	 Vesu 
7. Sarsana 
8. Abhava 

Total: 	 9364 4146 

Key:Br- Branch Canal DO - Direct Outlet 
Ex - Off-taking from Coop- Cooperative 
Dy - Distributary Mr - Minor 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
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Annex It 

LIFTCOOPERATIVE SOCIETIES IN 
FATEWADI IRRIGATION PROJECT (MAJOR) 

Sr. 	 Cooperative 
No. 	 Society 

I. 	 Ganesh Piyat Cooperative Society, 

Visalpur 

2. 	 Amul Piyat Sahakari Mandli, 

Visalpur 


3.* 	Khiidiyar Piyat Sahakari Mandli ltd. 
Bakrof 

4. 	 Adarsh Khedut Piyal Sahakari Mandli, 
Vi'alpur 

5. 	 Bakrol-Badarahad Piyat Sahakari 
Mandli Ltd., Bakrol 

6. 	Survoday, Visalptr 

7. Ni it Fatewadi Uttarvihhag Piyal 
Sahakari Mandli. Lid., Visalpur 

8. Sahar Lift Irrigation Sahakari Mandli. 
Vialpur 

9. 	 Vjilpur Piyat Sahakari Mandali, 

Vi',alpur 


IO.*Sarvoday Piyat Sahakan Mandali. 
Visalpur 

II. 	 Janta Lift Irrigation Sahakari Society, 

Narimanpura 


12. 	 Narimanpura Piyat Sahakan Mandli Ltd., 
Narimanpura 

Total: 

Note: *Out of these twelve FOs, FOs at serial number 3 and 10 are not 

Total Members Area in 
of Cooperative Acres 

Society 

53 130 

50 130 

22 129 

68 118 

25 136 

8 91 

24 I0)0 

54 165 

22 100 

34 130 

14 120 

14 121 

388 1470 

Canal 

Moti Fatewadi 

Moti Falewadi 
main canal 

Moti Falcwadi 

main0canal 

Moti Falewadi 
main canal 

Mobti Fatewadi 
main canal 

Nloti 	 Falewadi 

Inalncanal 

Mio 	 Falcwadi 
main canal 

Moli Fatewadi 
main canal 

Moli Falewadi 
main c.anal 

Moli Falewadi 
main canal 

Nloti Fatewadi 
main canal 

Moti Fatewadi 
main canal 

working. 

B.rFT AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 
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Annex I 
FUNCTIONING FOs IN FOUR MEDIUM IRRIGATION PROJECTS BETWEEN

RIVERS TAPI AND NARMADA, AKRSP AS CATALYST 

SI.No FO Year of 

Registration 
Village Project CCA 

ha 
No. of 

Holdings 
No. of 

members 
Programme 

1. The Jivandeep Piyat 
Vistarman Panini 
Vahechani Karnar 
Sahkari Mandli Limited 
Zarnavadi 

1990 Kamlia Pigut 
Zarnavadi (Right 
HathakundiBank 

Punpujiya 

600 

Bank) 

323 216 W.B.Project 

2. The Baldeva Piyat 
Vistarman Panini 
Vahechani Karnari 
Sahkari Mandli Limited 
Baldeva 

1993 Baldeva 

Kambalia 
Alkhol 
Chasvad 
Zarna 

Baldeva 

(Left 
Bank) 

1155 340 227 WB Project 

3. Lakhigam Society 

4. Chopadvav Society 

Panchsim 

Under 4 Villages 

Process 
of Registration 

Under 19 villages 

Process of 
Registration. 

Lakhigam 

(Left 
Bank) 

Chopadvav 

400 

1460 

700 

NA 

NA 

NA 

GOG 

GOG 
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Annex J 

NON FUNCTIONING WATER COOPERATIVES IN THE
DHAROI IRRIGATION PROJECT COMMAND ORGANISED 

UNDER CAD PROGRAMME BY ID 

Sr. Cooperative Name of CCA No. of Date ofNo. Society Village in ha. Members Registration 

1. Dharoi Piyat Sahakari Mandli Dharoi 358 57 24.6.83 

2. Umta Piyat Sahakari Mandli Umta 2732 97 19.8.83 

3. Rangpur Piyat Sahakari Mandli Rangpur 852 61 19.8.83 

4. Denap Piyat Sahakari Mandli Denap 300 82 13.10.83 

5. Valam Piyat Sahakari Mandli Valan 800 317 14.10.83 

6. Jetvasana Piyat Sahakari Mandli Jetvasana 400 25 21.7.84 

7. Paladi Piyat Sahakari Mandli Paladi 415 66 25.11.83 

8. Chhatral Piyat Sahakari Mandli Chhatral 200 29 15.5.84 

9. Karani Piyat Sahakari Mandli Karani 1365 21 1.9.83 

10. Hajipur Piyat Sahakari Mandli Hajipur 252 86 13.6.84 

11. Khatasan Piyat Sahakari Mandli Khatasan 300 91 13.6.84 

12. Moti tarvani Piyat Sahakari Mandli Moti 320 50 13.10.83 
Hirvani 

13. Chachriy, Piyat Sahakari Mandli Chachriya 246 55 13.10.83 

14. Jaska Piyat Sahakari Mandli Jaska 1536 23 29.9.83 
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Annex K 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING FOR FOs
 
MAHI PROJECT - A TYPICAL FORMAT
 

A Memorandum of Understanding between Sardar Patel Krishi Vikas Sahkari 
Mandli and Water Resources Department, Government of Gujarat for irrigation 
management. 

This memorandum of understanding between the Executive Engineer, Anand,
Irrigation Division, Anand on behalf of the Governor, Gujarat State on one side 
and the Chairman of the Sardar Patel Krishi Vikas Sahkari Mandli on the other 
side is executed at Anand on 

As per this Memorandum of Understanding, the command area falling under
Anklav sub minor Ex. Adas distributary of Mahi Right Bank Canal project in the
vilhl.ges of Anklav, Ambali and Bhetasi of Borsad Taluka of Kheda district is 
assigned to the said co-operative for irrigation management for the period under 
this mou. (Plan of the command area is attached). However the ownership of 
tile sub minor including the land, the structures thereon and the land acquired
for such structures, all other works executed at Government cost vests with the 
Covernment. Both the parties with whom this MOU isexecuted have given the 
consent to the following conditions. Any change in the condition could be 
done with mutual consultation and agreement between .both the parties. 

1.0 	 OBJECTIVES: 

The main objective is to ensure farmers participation in irrigation 
management so as to optimise the use of available water and raise 
agricultural productivity and production in the command. The following
shall be the part of the byelaws and general objective. 

a) 	 Atleast 51 percent of the command of sub minor shall come in the 
cooperative society jurisdiction. The government expects that this 
percentage would increase in future, so that the full command area 
comes under jurisdiction of the cooperative society. 

b) Cooperative society shall take water from government on volumetric 
basis at Anklav sub minor head and distribute amongst the members 
and non members on crop area basis. It will ensure optimal water 
utilisation, water economy and thus generate profit. 
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c) 	 Society shall maintain and repair outlets, field channels, drains and 
other structures of physical system in its jurisdiction below the 
outlets. 

d) 	 Society shall maintain and repair sub minor and the structures on it. 

e) 	 Society shall make available to members, modern scientific method 
of irrigation and agronomy practices for ensuring optimal utilisation 
of water and increased production and productivity. 

If the Cooperative Society proposes to incorporate additional objectives 
in their byelaws, the government will not have any objection provided the 
additional objectives to be incorporated by the cooperative society do not 
violate the main objective mentioned above. The cooperative society 
should get additional objectives approved from the government and the 
cooperative society should have provision in the byelaws to validate those 
additional objectives consistent with the main objectives. 

2.0 	 WATER RIGHTS: 

a) 	 The society isentitled to receive water allocation on volumetric basis 
at the head of Anklav sub minor, subject to provisions made in 
subsequent clause 2(d). 

Kharif season 2500 T.Cu.m.
 
Rabi season 2500 T.Cu.m.
 
Hot Weather Season 2700 T.Cu.m.
 
Total 	 7700 T.Cu.m. 

The duration of irrigation seasons shall be as under: 

i. Kharif - from 16th June to 15th November 
ii. Rabi - from 16th November to 15th March 
iii. Hot Weather - from 16th March to 15th June. 

Clear boundaries of seasons are diawn without overlapping of 
seasons in view of seasonal allocation of water mentioned above. 
This water allocation would be reviewed after a period of two years 
in mutual consultation and agreement of both the parties. 

In case the cooperative society needs more water than the 
sanctioned allocation in any season and if the cooperative society 
demands such additional allocation, tile government does not take 
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any responsibility for sanctioning the additional demand. However,
if the 	additional water isallocated in the adjoining command areas,
the cooperative society would also be entitled to receive it on 
ground of equity. 

b) 	 After utilising the sanctioned allocation as spelled out at 2 (as above,
if the cooperative society demand additional allocation and if it is 
sanctioned by government, the society would be required to pay
water charges for the additional water at a rate of 20 percent more 
than the normal rates of that season. 

c) 	 Government mserves all rights to sanction or reject the additional 
water demand over and above the sanctioned allocation. The 
additional demand shall be considered as per availability of water
and on tile basis of equity to the adjoining areas. If due to some 
reasons, the additional water allocation could not be sanctioned, the 
government shall not be responsible for any loss caused to the 
cooperative society. 

d) 	 Due to less availability of water in the storage in any year, the 
allocation sanctioned as per clause 2 (a) shall be proportionately
reduced as per government policy, with due advance intimation to
the cooperative society b'fore beginning of the season. 

e) 	 If he cooperative society uses less quantity of water than the

sanctioned allocation in Kharif season, 
 the cooperative society shall
have no right to carry over the balance quantity in the next Rabi 
season or hot weather season. The balance quantity of Rabi season
shall be permitted for carry over to Hot weather season, provided
the society demands the balance quantity one month before the
close of Rabi season as per clause 2 (g). However, the cooperative
society shall be entitled to only 30 percent of the balance quantity
of Rabi season in Hot weather season. For the balance quantity of
Rabi season allowed to be used in Hot weather season, the
cooperative society shall pay the water charges at the rate fixed for 
Hot weather season. 

f) 	 If any of the land owner, who is a member of the cooperative
society sells his land commandin the area, he shall cease to be
member and the new land owner shall be eligible for membership of 
the cooperative society. 

g) 	 In each season, the rotational schedule shall be worked out by the
WRD in a negotiable process with cooperative society, so as to 
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satisfy the crop water requirement of the major area. The rotational 
schedule shall be prepared on the basis of past experience and 
practice in action since 1986-87, and it shall confirm to overall 
rotational schedule of Mahi Project. 

h) In every season, the rotation programme shall be prepared by the 
Water Resources Department and a copy of the same shall be 
supplied to the cooperative society 15 days before the 
commencement of the season. The cooperative society should 
intimate to the concerned sub divisional officer before starting of the 
season the water demand. A gauge register would be jointly 
maintained by the sectional officer of Water Resources Departnitnt 
and authorised representative of the cooperative society. The 
cooperative society shall not get water outside the rotaticnal 
schedule. 

i) 	 All the beneficiaries in the command area of sub minor shall be 
eligible for membership of the cooperative society. Every member 
has a right to receive water in every season. If any member does 
not require water or use less quantity than allocation, the 
cooperative society has a right to divert that quantity to other 
members. There is no restriction on the cropping pattern in tile 
command area of sub-minor from government. 

j) 	 The cooperative society shall get water for irrigation purposes only. 
However, if the cooperative society requires water for purpose of 
processing agricultural produce, the society shall demand separate 
allocation and should obtain separate sanction for this demand. 

k) 	 The cooperative society shall purchase water on volumetric basis at 
Anklav subminor, from WRD and sell water amongst members on 
crop area basis. The rates chargeable to members on crop area basis 
shall not be more than those being charged on individual on crop 
area basis. 

1) 	 The society shall have a right to charge separate water charges from 
the non members and shall also recover the water charges from the 
non members. But the water rates for the non-members shall not be 
more than 30 percent of the rates chargeable to the members of the 
society. 

m) 	 The society has a right to give water to the land falling within the 
command area of Anklav subminor, but which are declar'ed as an 
uncomnand. 
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n) No claim for compensation towards loss of crops etc. on account ofbreach in main canal/branch canal/distributary and natural calamities
and other unforeseca reasons resulting in disruption of water delivery
shall be entertained by the WRD. 

3.0 WATER RATES ASSESSMENT: 

Government shall from time to time fix the water rates chargeable to thecooperative society for the volumetric supply of water. The following
rates would remain the '.,eration until further notice: 

Kharif Rs. 14.00 per 1000 cu.m. 
Rabi Rs. 21.00 per 1000 cu.m. 
Hot weather Rs. 30.00 per 1000 cu.m. 

If the water charges, calculated on the basis of actual water utilised onvolumetric supply rates, are ies. than those calculated on area basis, the
farmer shall be charged to the cooperative society otherwise the later willprevail. After this MOu is executed the water rates shall be reviewed 
every two years and shall be modified if needed with mutual consent of 
both the parties. 

4.0 RIGHTS OF THE MEMBERSOF THE COOPERATIVE SOCIETY 

The land owner or the tenant of the land in the command area of subminor is eligible to become a member of the cooperative society, providedhe is registered as a owner or tenant of that land in revenue records. 

The members would register their demand for water supply in theprescribed form to the cooperative society. The cooperative society withdue consideration will inform about water supply to the members, in each season government has sanctioned certain allocation of water to thecooperative society and according to the policy of co-operative society
each member has a right to get water in each rotation. 

5.0 RECOVERY OF WATER CHARGES 

Government shall supply later on volumetric basis at the sub minor headat the end of each season demand statements would prepared on the basisof total quantity of water supplied and at the rates indicated as per clause 
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3. The demand statements shall be sent to the cooperative society as per 
following schedule: 

Kharif Rabi Hot Weather 

i) 	 Date by which government 30th 15th 30th 
shall send the demand November April June 
statement to the society. 

ii) 	 Date by which payment 31st 15th 31st 
shall be made to the December May July 
government by the society. 

If the society deposits the full amount of bill before the dates indicated at 
(ii) above, a rebate of 20 percent of the amount of the bill will be given 
to the cooperative society, in the bill itself. If the amount is not deposited 
before the dates indicated at (ii) above, the cooperative society shall not 
be entitled for rebate. The government reserves the right to stop water 
supply if the water charges are not paid within the stipulated period. 

6.0 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRSTO THE FIELD CHANNELS: 

a) 	 After signing the MOu, a joint inspection of physical system would 
be carried out. The required repairs as found necessary shall be 
carried out at government cost. The department shall ensure that 
the actual discharge at various points are as per designed capacity. 

b) 	 The cooperative society shall be responsible for maintenance and 
repairs of the physical system to the subminor ii its jurisdiction. For 
this purpose the cooperative society shall receive a Lrant of Rs. 
20,000.00 per annum and grant will be reviewed after every two 
years with mutual consent of both parties. 

Maintenance of the minor include the following items: 

I) Desilting of sub-minor 
2) Service road and inspection path shall be maintained in proper 

condition. 
3) Removing trees, shrubs and weeds from canal and canal banks 
4) Structures shall be kept in good condition. 
5) The outlet gates and measuring devices shall be kept in good 

condition. 
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Tile repair works shall include following items of work which shall be 
carried out by the Water Resources Department: 

i. 	 Repairs to all structures on suhminor like outlet syphon. VRB 
etc. 

ii. 	 Any major breach in the embankment of subminor. A breach 
having length more than 1.5 n shall be treated as major
breach. A breach having length less than 1.5 In will be 
repaired by the cooperative society. 

iii. 	 Replacement of outlet gales. 

c) If proper maintenance and repairs are not done, than the department
shall carry out such M&R on behalf of cooperative society, and shall
have a right to recover the expenditure incurred thereon from the
cooperative society. If the negligence towards M&R is observed 
persistently, then oil preintiniation, department shall have a right tostop the water supply. The decision of the department will he final. 
ind no claim tovards danages/compensation oil Ihis accoit will be 

entertained. 

d) The maintenance grant anountiniig Rs. 20.(HX).0() or the actual 
expenses incurred by the coopcrative society towards the
maintenance of Anklav submininor, whalever is less shall he given per 
annum by the government to the cooperative society, subject to the 
following conditions: 

i) 	 The maintenance grant shall be Rs. 20.(XX)/- or equal
maintenance expenses incurred per annum, whatever is less: if 
the annual irrigation intensity of Anklav subminor ismore than 
I() percent 

ii) If the annual irrigation intensity ofAnklav subninor reduces to 
less than 50 perc:ent. the total maintenance ,grans shall be 
Rs.10.000/- or actual expenses incurred per annum whatever 
is less 

iii) 	 For the annual irrigation intensil , between 5(0 percent and 
I(X) percent the maintenance grant shall he worked out in 
proportion of annual irriuation intensity, and actual expenses 
incurred whatever is less 
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iv) 	 The maintenance grant shall be provided by the Exec,.'ive 
Engineer, Anand Irrigation Division. Anand to the cooperative 
society by a crossed cheque drawn in favour of the cooperative 
society. 

v) 	 To begin with, a 40 percent of the annual maintenance grant 
worked out on the basis of last three years performance shall 
be given to cooperative society by the end of May and it shall 
be treated as maintenance advance. Further grants shall be 
released afterwards based on the performance. and certificate 
of actual expenses incurred in accordance with (i) to (ii) 
above. 

vi) 	 At the end of each irrigation year i.e. at the end of Hot 
weather season, the cooperative society shall produce duly 
audited account of expenses incurred for maintenance of 
subminor, against which the account of advances given for that 
particular year shall be adjusted. 

7.0 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRSTO THE FIELDCHANNELS 

a) The cooperative society shall be responsible for the proper 
maintenance and repairs of the field channels and the structures 
thereon. No grant shall be given to the cooperative society for this 
purpose. The government reserve the right to stop the water supply 
if the physical system below outlet is not maintained properly by the 
cooperative society. The maintenance and repairs of the field 
channels include the following items: 

1. 	 Removing silt from field channels and water courses 
2. 	 Removing grass, plant, shrubs etc. 
3. 	 Maintaining structures in good condition 
4. 	 Maintaining outlet gates and measuring devices in good 

condition 

8.0 	 RIGHT OF THE GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS: 

The officials of the Water Resources Department are entitled to inspect 
the operational area of the cooperative society, water supply made and 
the implementation of the provision incorporate in tie MOU. 
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9.0 The period of this MOU would he for 5 years and ils further conltinuance
would he decided thereat'ler with the consent ()flboth lIle parties. 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER CHAIRMAN 



Annex L 

GOVERNMENT RESOLUTION DATED JANUARY 21, 1988 REGARDING 
GUIDELINES FOR INTRODUCTION OF RWS 

No.R\WS/I 187 (I) Part-II.P.2 Government of Gtujarat 

Irrigation Department 
New Sachivalaya. 

Block No. 9 
Gandhinagar 

Date 	 :21si Jan. 1988. 

To. 

(I) 	 All Area Development Commissioners. 
(2) 	 The Chief Engineer & Director. WALMI. Gandhinagar
(3) 	 All Superintending Engineers. Executive Engineers 

(IPand CADA) Wines. 

Sub: 	 Introduction of the RWS in the World Bank aided pro.jects. 

Rct: 	 (I) Governmeult Lettr No. RWS. 1I87 (1 Parl-Il 1) 2 
dated 81t .I1,ii.Ii 1987. 

(2) 	 Government letter No. RWS- 1187 (I) Part II 1)2 
datled 211d September. 1987. 

The guidelines I'or introthction of RWS andI pr,'idin:, gated control at the
outlet structure were issued vide Government letter dated I8th July. 1987 and 
211d September, 1987 quoted above. On further discussion of lhese gulidelines
with ihe World Bank ConsuIllants,. it was found necessary it revise tile same. 
In pirstance thereof, the revised guidelines I'or introduction of RWS in the
World Bank aided projects are enclosed. The gul(elines issued earlier vide the 
above said two Government letters should be treated ;Is cancelled. 

The ftarmers and the field stal should be adequalev trained reilrtli-qi this policy
of equilable water allocation well in advance of' each irrigatior programme. 

During the last Supcrvisolr Nlission of the World Bank Consultants \ hich visited
Gii-jarat during, Octoher. 
introduction of R\VS on 

1'S7 the fOllowing 10 
the hasis of these revised 

projC,.ts %. 
euideliuec' 

Cr'1,,u (d ItI f'or 

(I l)eo (2) Si111 (3) Stkhblhadlar 
(4) Ajli-II (5) Aji III ((0) Ulern 
(7) Unld (,") Veu-II (9) Demi-II (IMl Kluhluar 
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The project officers' in-charge of these projects should, therefore take 
particular care to follow all details for introduction of RWS and also to ensure 
that irrigation does not commence without the discipline of RWS. In other 
projects where RWS is not straightaway feasible on account of rigid 
infrastructure already built in. efforts should be made to bring in discipline of 
RWS spreading gradually in the entire command area in a phased manner. 

In the Irrigation Management Action Programme Area of Mahi project, the 
discipline of RWS should be introduced immediately as per these guidelines and 
such discipline should be spread in the remaining area of the entire command 
of Mahi project gradually. 

Sd/
(K.M. Dave)
 
Officer on Special Duty (WM)
 
Irrigation Department.
 

Copy to : 

All Chief Engineers and Joint Secretaries, Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar. Officer on 
Special Duty (PPM Cell). Irrigation Department, Sachivalaya. Gandhinagar 

Officer on Special Duty (CAD), irrigation Department. Sachivalaya. 
Gandhinagar. for information, 

Sd/
(I.M. Patel) 
Deputy Secretary (WM) 
Irrigation Department. 
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Revised guidelines for introduction of RWS in World Bank projects. 

(Accompaniment to G.I.I.D No. RWS- 1187 (1) Part-Il/P 2 dt. 2 Ist January,. 
1988). 

The main principles for introduction of RWS would be as follows 

(a) 	 Supplies of available water shall be allocated to farmers within erichsubproject, in proportion to the C.C.A. owned, provided, however, that 
to the extent possible, small and marginal farmers shall be given special
preference in the allocation of water. 

(b) 	 Each Iarner shall he free to irrigate crops of his choice, subject to 
pre-defined restrictions, if any. 

(c) 	 Farmers shall not be required to submit seasonal applications for sUtIpply)
of water. 

(d) 	 Seasonal waler allocation shall be delivered according to jpre-delermined
weekly schedules designed to neet water requinemens of the 
)redolninant crops in the areas serveed and deterined in consultationi 

with fiarmers representatives. 

The above )rinciples would be required to he f'Ollowed at all stages like (a)Designs, (b) Execution and (c) Operation. Instructions relating to these threedifferent stages have therefore be followedto by all disciplines. However, forthe sake of convenience, they are broadly groiped as under : 

(Only main issues are highlighted in these instruclions and the remaining onesto be considered by local officers will have to be consistent with these 
gilideltnes.) 

I. 	 Desi lri 

1. 	 The physical capacity of all canals including tlie waler willcourses
be determined on tie basis of peak demand of the principal crops
envisaged in the cropping pattern of the project. If the peak occulrs
in Kharif, rainfall contribution shouli not be taker, into account. 

2. 	 The physical chak and outlet size will he deternii ned ol tile hasis oftwater allocation for agriculture and seasonal crop intensities of
irrigation envisaged in the projeci. fromHowever, practical
considerations. the Stream size or the rate of flow of' water in the 
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cusecs and more than 1.5water course should not be less than 0.5 
cusecs which can be easily handled by the farmers. Therefore, the 

between 30 to 60 hectares.chak size should also be adjusted 

3. 	 There should be no direct outlets chaks from the main canal or 

canal which are supposed to run continuously. Similarly, ifbranch 
in any case, no directrun 

outlets chaks even from such distributary should be permitted.
the distributary is also to continuously 

The adjustable gated control for release of water should be 

provided only upto the distributaries and/or minors which are to be 
to beoperated on the principle of 'ON' or 'OFF'. No gates 

provided on the outlet structure of the chak. 

4. The chak should be sudivided in sub-chaks each of 5 to 8 hectares 

and only sliding gates should be provided 	for operation by group of 

farmers within each sub-chak so that tile stream flow from an outlet 

in each sub-chak one after another according to can be rotated 

RWS time schedules.
 

5. In designing the lay-out of minor network planning of canal system, 
tail end of every minor channel,it should be ensured that at the 


there are at least two off-taking channels.
 

The tail reach of every minor or sub-minor from which the outlets6. 
take-off and deliver water in chak should be designed for a fixed full 

supply depth 	 of 25 or 30 cms. 

1. Execution 

1. Wherever chaks/outlets are already 	provided directly from the main 

canal or branch canals, the possibility of irrigating areas there 

under through nearby distributary or minor should be examined 

and if the cost is not prohibitive, such modifications should be 

getting approval from the Superintendingcarried out only after 

Engineer.
 

already provided on2. 	 Wherever adjustable control gates are 
of larger diameter which maychak-outlets and/or where pipes 

one for which such chak outlet ispermit more flow than the 
designed are already provided, the same should be throttled either 

by fixing the gate rigidly or by inserting another smaller diameter 

pipes or by any other means with a view to ensure that the 
any rate of flow ofrestricted area of such outlet does not permit 

than the one 	 for which it iswater to pass 	through it which ismore 
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designed. i.e. tile authorized discharge as has been worked out at 
the stage of design for each chak/outlet. 

3. 	 The chak size should be normally about 30 ha. to 60 ha. Wherever 
smaller chaks are already provided, the feasibility of combining
them should be examined and, if the cost is not prohibitive, 
necessary modifications should be carried out only after getting
approval from the Superintending Engineer. 

4. 	 It should be ensured that infrastructure like field channels, land
preparation and where necessary, even field drains, etc. is provided
before commencement of each irrigaticn programme. 

5. 	 Suitable measuring devices should be installed downstream of a
distributary or minor which have adjustable controlled gated
regulation of flow. measuringNo devices are necessary
downstream of chaks/outlets wherever they are designed to permit
not more than authorized discharge when parent channel runs fullly. 

1. 	 Operation 

I. 	 The water management operational plan for the entire project
should be decided for each season every year in consultation with 
water management committees for earmarking waler allocation for
agriculture and non-agriculture purposes as per the laid down policy 
of government. It should be ensured that Water Management
Committees are formed in each project before commencement 
of irrigation in accordance with the guidelines issued vide G.R.No. 
ADA-1086 1341-53-C,I-P 2 dated 29th July. 1987. 

2. 	 Water, which is earmarked for agriculture should be fully utilized by
allocating to all the farmers in the command area of each outlet.
Due care should be taken to ensure that even the tailenders also get 
their share of water. 

3. The Water Management Committee and or village service area
committees shouid be consulted in advance for preparalion of RWD 
schedule below each chak. 

4. 	 Rigid RWD schedule for each chak should be prepared once for all
by allocating time of the entire period of a week. This iime should
be allocated to each farmer in the command area of each chak in
the ratio of the CCA owned by him to the CCA of the entire chak. 
Small and marginal farmers may be given some more weightage in 
allocating time depending on specific government directives, if any. 
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5. 1fi prepauring the RWD schedtile due allowance for transiI losses 
should be given for working out notional areas on [liebasis of which 
litme should he allocated. 

6. 	 Conveyance system of the canals i.e. file miairi canal and tie branch 
canal should run conifilioUrsly and the car'tier sysitenl vi/ 
distributary. minor etc. may be rotated to run intermittently lut it 
should be ensured that whenever the canals of carrier system are in 
operation, they should run to their full capacity tbr 1110 entire 
period. 

7. 	 Irrigation programmes for all the seasons shouldhe communicated 
to the farmers well in advance in each season. The date of 
commencemernt of the first irrigation and total number of 
irrigations to be given inreach season should also le commrunnicated 
to them with details regarding period of each irrigation and of 
closure of' parent channel. 

8. 	 Each chak area should be further sub divided into sub-chak of 5 ito 
8 ha in which water froni the water course should be rotated one 
after another by tie farmers themselves as per the RWD schedule. 

9. 	 A close watch should be exercised on the gauge of' water level at 
the tail end of each minor or distributary. 

The sectional officer should be made accountable for variation if it exceeds 
more than (+) or (-) 5 percent of the designed full supply depth. 

Sd/
(K.M. Dave)
 
Officer on Special Duty (W.M.U.)
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Annex M 

C.E.(C)'S LE'ITEROF 16.6.88 

M.R. GOSWAMY D.O. No. WMU-1087-12-P2
Chief Engineer (C) & Irrigation DepartmentJoint Secretary Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar, 

Dated : 16/6/88 

Sub: Giving Canal Irrigation for only critical stage of growth of crops. 

Dear Shri 

The necessity of effecting maximnim economy in use of water stored invarious irrigation schemes need not be over emphasized. At Ihe same little,the objective of optimizing tile yield of different crops irrigated through canals can not be sacrificed. Research data and our own field experience in past haveindicated that tile maxi mumin water use efficiency is achieved only during scarcityconditions of waler available for crop production. It has been fou id however,that there are certain stages of growth of any crop which are critical trom tilepoinl of view of' yield. There are some other slaes of' growth of any crops,which even if not irrigated, do not cause any appreciable reduction in yieldlevel. Over irrigation has caused problems of drainage, water logging, andsalinity iin many part of the states. Over irrigation has also resulted in depriving 
areathe tail end of tile benefits of irrigation schemes. 

2.0 In tile above context, it has now been decided to adopt a new policy for
canal irrigation which inter-alia envisages following points. 

a) Water in tile reservoir earmarked for agriculture shoild be delivered in
the entire comand area equitably under the discipline of rotalional water 
supply. 

b) Canal irrigation should be given only offor critical stage of growth
principal crops under the command of each project. 

c) Tile farmers should be taken into confidence about the new approach and
the dates of commencement of canal irrigation. tile number of waterings
to be given in each season and the duration of running and closing of
each canal should be intimaled to tile farmers well in advance. 
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3.0 	 In order to ealble you to Inplement the ab'esaid revised policy of 

canal irrigation, some model charts are pr:pared;arid enclosed herewith. 
On the basis o1 these charts y'oui will have to pre'MrC prtoject specitic 
progrannis of running, the canal systeimis in your char'e. Such 
programmes should he prepared 'foreach seasons k ell in advance and L'tt 

approved from goverliienl, so that iinniedietatel , there alfer tihe taners 
could be apprised atleast one or two nionlhs in advicC of each crol)ing 
season. I once again reiterate that the model charts erichosed herewith are 
not required to be followed blindlv in any case. They are ieant only to 
serve as broad guidelines to enable preparing programies of' canal 
rotation without sacriling tIhe nied to irrigate all [Ile crilical slage of' 
growth of crops ii each recion of the state. 

4.0 	 I request you to kindly ensure that projects specific prog raiires of" 
irrigation for (lte ensurin.! kharid season are submitted to gOvernlienit bV 
the end of June 19 88. assuming normal pattern of rainfall. 

With 	regards. Yours Sincerely. 

Sd/-

D.A. 	 : As above (M.R. Goswamy) 

To.
 
All Area Development Comiiissioners.
 
All Chief Engineers (including Panchayats)
 
Chief Engineer aid Director, WALMI.
 
All Superintendirg Engineers.
 
All Executive Engiineers.
 
All Technical Officers in Sachivalaya.
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Table 7
 
Critical Stages of different Crops (Gujarat)
 

Sr. 
No. 

Name of 
crops 
the crops 

Critical 
stage of 
the crops. 

Days 
after 
sowing 

Remark Duration 
for 
Maturing (Days) 

2 3 4 5 

1. Wheat 
(Rabi) 

1. Crown root 
initiation 

18-25 120 Days From 
From 2nd to 3rd 

2. Tillering 40-45 
week of Now. 

Stage
3. Booting 60-65 
4. Heading 75-85 
5. Milking 100-105 

2. Paddy i. Seeding 
establish-

2-15 120-140 
from 4th 

days 
week 

ment. 
2. Tillering 
3. Heading 

20-30 
30-50 

of June to Isl 
week of July. 

4. Flowering 60-70 
5. Milking 80-85 

3. Bajari 
(H.W.) 

1. Tillering 
2. Flowring 
3. Milking 

20-25 
20-60 
65-70 

95 days from 
1st to 2nd week 
of Feb. 

4. Dough 75-80 

4. Maize i. Vegetative 
growth 

2. Tasselling 
3. Grain setting 

20-40 

45-60 
70-80 

110-115 days 
from 4th week 
of June to 'st 
week of July. 

5. Groundnut 
(H.W.) 

I. Flowering 
2. Peg formation 

40-45 
50-60 

110 days from 
2nd to 3rd 

3. Pod development 70-80 week of Jan. 

6. Gram 
(Rabi) 

I. Branching 
2. Peg Formation 
3. Pod development 

30-35 
55-60 
70-80 

105 days from 
2nd to 3rd week 
of October. 
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Sr. 
No. 

Name of 
crops 
the crops 

Critical 
stage (if 
the crops. 

Days 
after 
sowaing 

Remark Durationi 
for 
Maturingt (iDas) 

1 2 3 45 

7. Mustard 
(Rabi) 

I . Branching 
2. Flowering 
3. Pod setting 

30-35 
55-60 
75-90 

120 ctidas 'ront 
2nd to 3rd 
week of Oct. 

8. Castor I . 

2. 

Before flowering 

After :,apsule 
formation. 

75-80 

80-I00 

180 da\s f'ron 
Ist to 2nild\%ceck 
of AiClIsi. 

9. Colton I. Conmitencenent 
of synpodial 

2. Flowering 
3. Ball formation 
4. Ball Brusting 

0)-70 

98-105 
126-135 
145-'60 

210 t\s 1r lln 
4th week of' June 
to I st week of .ll1uv 

10. Jowar 
(Kharif) 

1. Boot stage 
2. Milking 

55-60 
85-90 

100 days front 
4th week of 
Jiune to 1st 
week of Jily. 

H . Tobacco I. Per ;,d of rapid 
growth 
period. 

40-76 180 days 2 stage 
of irrigation 'rom 
3rd to 4th week of 
Atigust. 

12. Sugarcane 1. Tillering 
to grand 
growth 
period, 

75-210 365 Days 7-8 
stages of Irrigation 
troun 3rd to 4th 
week of Jan. 

13. Potato 1. Stolenization 
to Tubler 
initiation 

2. Yield ftortation 

30-35 

4(0 45 

95-1X) days 
from 2nd to 
3rd week of 
October. 
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Annex N 

BRIEFSUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF
 
FOUR WORKSHOPS CONDUCTED 
 BY WALMI ANAND 

Workshop on "Registration of Water Cooperatives"
 
(January 19, 1994)
 

In order to simplify the procedure and avoid delay in processing the casefor registration of a water cooperative society following suggestions
emerged: 

(a) 	 Copies of village level record of form 7/12 and 8/A in respect of
all promoters of the society duly certifiled by Dy. Ex. Engineer and
countersigned by Executive Engineer should be accepted. 

(b) 	 Instead of promoter's serial numbers as voters data regarding their
house number and ration card number should be considered 
adequate. 

(c) 	 Certificate regarding non-existence of any other water cooperative
in the 	 village issued by tlie Dy. Ex. Engincer and cotritersigned by
the Ex. Engineer should he accepted. 

(d) 	 The agreement signed by the Executive Engineer and the Chairman
of' the water cooperative should be asaccepted atthentic 
docuienit. 

(e) A token share capital of Rs. 5(X) only may be accepted. 

(f) 	 Signature of the extension officer of taluka panchayat on every page
of' the proposal (in four copies) is not necessary. 

(g) 	 Water and soil suitability certificate and benefit-cost ratio of' lift
irrigation scheme is not necessary. 

(i) 	 The bye-laws of the society need not be registered before the 
registrar of stamps and duties. 

(i) 	 The certificates required fromi a comnion authority should be 
clubbed together. 

(j) 	 The state and district level institutes for cooperatives should train
irrigators and ID staff also for promoting sustainable water 
cooperatives on large scale. 
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If. 	 Workshop on "Memorandum of Understanding"
 
(February 16th, 1994)
 

"'lhe provision to be imade in NIOU should make following ,1malor 
provisions: 

1. 	 General aims and objectives 

a) 	 Command area of the minor systeni to be handed over to the water 
co-operative should be for the same period for which M(OU is 
authorised. 

b) 	 The property rights of the canal system constructed hy the 
government shall vest in government. 

c) 	 Atleast 51 percent of the land holders of the area under connand 
should have become members and the land held by the ii should 
also be atleast 51 percent of tie total CCA of he water 
co-operative at the lime of turn over. 

2. 	 The quantum of water to be allotted to the water cooper-ative. 

a) 	 The allocation for irrigation water should be (]one in advance on the 
basis of past experience and in consideration with water 
co-operative, the decision of the Executive Engineer would be final 
and binding to the water co-operative, because lie has to take a 
balanced view considering requirement of entire project. 

Normally following dates for allocating water should be adhered. 

Kharif - 151h August
 
Rabi - 30th September
 
Hot-weather- 16th January
 

b) 	 Tile water co-operative should have freedom of utilising some water 
for the purpose other than agriculture and also the freedom for 
deciding the water rate for such use. The governient shoulId. 
however, charge the water co-operative only one conmmon water 
rate 	 for the entire volume of water supplied to water co-operative. 

c) 	 Water co-operative should be entitled to claii compensation only 
in such cases, where ie production has been reduced by niore Ihan 
25 percent of the normal productioni and such clain of 
compensation should he entitled only in the sitation hevoril the 
ci(itrol otf'depart Clt and naltural calanlitv reS1uluine iII IiluirC ,l Io,.t 



department to supply adequate and timely water to theco-operative. In case of dispute regarding such claima, the matter
should be referred to the arbitrator. 

d) 	 The date regarding use and distribution of water should bemaintained jointly in prescribed format by the authorized member
of government and water co-operative. 

3. Mode of water distribution 

it) 	 The water co-operative will have distribute water to its members on
the principles of RWS after ascertaining the demand of eaL,'l memberand getting approval from the department with due regard to the 
total 	 CCA. 

F) The office bearers and members of the water co-operative should be
given necessary training for their finctions. 

c) 	 The seepage water or the ground water available as recharge onaccount of surface water flowing in the canals becan utilised intocommand area of the water co-operative even by lifting, provided
the 	 water co- operative has granted necessary permission thereof.The 	water rates usefor such will be decided and recovered by the 
water co-operative. 

d) 	 The waler co-opcrativc shall also permit irrigation to the area falling
within its gross com man(d but 	 not declared as CCA as such. 

e) 	 The co-operative will be supplied water in accordance with the overall plan of' operation of canal. No exception will be made in this 
regard. 

f) 	 The government shall not insist on enforcing any cropping pattern
in the CCA of the water co-operative. 

Water Rates 

a) 	 The water rates shall be revised in phases. In the initial stage, thewater rates will be recovered from the water cooperative on the
basis of crop area. After about 3 years experience and necessary
study the water rates should be decided and levied on the basis of over all volume of water supplied to the water cooperative. 

b) 	 The water cooperative should the tohave right decide the water 
rates to be recovered from andits members non-members. 
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c) The water co-operative may decide different water rates for 
be 30non-members but such water rates shall not more than 

percent higher than the normal water rates to be recovered from the 

members. 

d) 	 The authorised canal office shall carry out 10 percent to 15 percent 
sample checking of the area irrigated and the result of such sample 

checking shall be applied to the entire command area of the water 
cooperative for assessing the water rates on crop area basis. 

Recovery of water rates. 

a) 	 The government shall recover the water rates from water 
cooperative on the basis of assessment to be made as under: 

Description 	 Season 
.........................
 

Kharif Rahi Hot-weather 

1. 	Last date of furnishing 30th Nov. 15th Apr. 15th July 
bill to the water 
co-operative. 

2. 	 Last date for making 1st Feb. Ist June 15th Sept. 
prompt payment of tile 
bill by water 
co-operative. 

3. 	 Absolute last date 30th Apr. 31st July 30th Nov. 
of final payment. 

b) 	 If the water cooperative makes the payment of 1(X percent 
assessment before the prescribed date for prompt payment, it should 
be entitled to retain 20 percent thereof. 

c) 	 If tie payment of the bill is made after prescribed date of prompt 
payment, 10 percent surcharge shall be recovered in addition to the 
normal water rates. 

d) 	 The water cooperative shall be entitled to further 10 percent 
compensation for the payment of water rates made in advance of' 
the prescribed date for prompt payment. 
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e) 	 If the water co-operative fails to make payment till absolute final last
date 	as prescribed, the government shall be entitled to stop supply
of water. 

Maintenance and repairs 

a) 	 The responsibility of maintenance and repairs of the canal system
shall be continued by the government as long as the necessary
repairs are not 	 carried out as decided by the joint inspection of
representatives of the department and water cooperative and also as
long as turn over has not been made and MOU is not signed. There
after tbe water cooperative shall be responsible for normal
maintenance and repairs of the canal system within its area and thedepartment shall pay to tile extent of 30 percent of the water rates
assessed for tie relevant years. 

b) 	 The special repairs required to be carried out on account of reasons
beyond control of water cooperative arid on account of natural
calamities shall be carried by governmentout 	 in consultation withwater cooperative and if such works are carried out by water
cooperative, necessary budgetary support shall be provided by the 
government. 

c) 	 Normal maintenance and repairs items to be carried out by the 
water cooperative shall comprises of : 
i) Maintenance & repairs of minor and sub minor including 

desilting. 

ii) 	 Maintenance of service road and inspection path. 

iii) 	 Removal of grass, shrubs etc. maintaining structures in good
condition. 

iv) 	 Maintaining outlet gate, seals etc. in good condition.
 

v) Maintaining field channels and drains.
 

vi) If the water cooperative 
 fails to carry out its normal functions 
of maintenance and repairs, the department may stop its water 
supply after advance notice. 
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Ill. 	 Workshop on "Turnover process and HRD 
(March 5. 1994) 

1.0 	 Tile turnover programc is cnIceived to have nine stages for which 

following consensus emerged : 

(i) 	 Diagnosis of the present irrigation system 
This activity can be sub-divided into 

(a) major 	constraint of physical system and on-larim system. 

(b) major constraints 	of operation of main system and on-farm system. 

(c) social behaviour and agronomnical practices. 

(ii) 	 Motivation of farmers to form groups or associations or water 

cooperatives: 

The major chunk of responsibility for motivating farmers to form I(F)s 
beingshould be shouldered 	 by the ID line staff as they are best suited. 

the system as well as farmers in their respectiveconversant with both 
jurisdiction. The help of NGOs WALMI and the extension wing of the 

agriculture deptt should also be taken in conducting the meetings with 

farmers at 	 village level for the purpose of motivating theun to form 

also, in process to identify their leaders. Some good farnirsgroups and 
and their leaders should be imparted training to make them aware about 

the new irrigation management approach, to create interests in lhem lfor 

group working and understand the participatory management programmne 

and its benefits etc. 

(iii) 	 Organi sing of fiarnners groups associations or waler cooperatives: 

The groups of farmer should be preferably formed at the chak level i.e. 

for each outlet drawing water from a minor. The farmers should be 
select their own group leader and then the profcssional.motivated to 

leaders should be developed bycompetence and skills for such group 
imparting them training in water management (RWS), soil water crop 
requirements, responsibilities and duties of group leaders, modality of 

resolving conflict, methods of irrigation etc. 
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(iv) Turnover practice: 

Prior to actual TO, both ID and FOs should work collectively/jointly and 
acquire experience and confidence of working together particularly for 
the following activities. 
(a) 	 Preparation of seasonal plans and RWD schedules and implement the 

same for one or two seasons. 

(b) 	 Resolve conflicts and decide modalities. 

(c) 	 Ensure timely and assured water supply in the canal and manage 
RWS below outlets. Minimum system innovation as pre-requisite for 
the Turn Over should be carried in consultation with FOs and work 
experience of maintaining field channels should be acquired by 
farmers. 

(d) 	 Training of ID line staff regarding their new role in changed situation 
and training of office bearers of FOs regarding their role and 
responsibilities structure for FOs registration process, provisions to 
be made in MOU etc. 

(v) Registration of FOs as water cooperative societies or associations 

The process of seeking registration of FOs and water cooperative societies 
can be initiated simultaneously and work experience of joint working in 
this aspect can also be acquired. A separate workshop only on the 
process of registration was exclusively conducted under this programme 
on January I, '94. It would be desirable ifWALMI pursues the follow-up 
action for issuing revised simplified guidelines for registration by the 
Registrar of Cooperatives. 

(vi) J int inspection of physical system Joint inspection of the canal system
should be carried out by the Deputy Executive Engineer of ID and the 
Chairman and Secretary of the FO by walking together along the canal 
and 	(he lists of items needing immediate attention should be prepared for 
further plan of action, cost estimate etc. The intention should be very
clear viz. the process of TO should not be delayed under excuse of 
completing heavy repair works. 
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(vii) 	 Actual TO 
This involves mainly two activilies 

(a) 	 Signing of NMU and the training of ID line staff and F:0 officials 
regarding the rules and regtulations of the water cooperative 
societies. For MOU also there was an exclusive workshop conducted 

recently oil Feb. 16, 1994. Accordingly at the stage of signing, 

MOU at least 'II prcen of farmer should be Willin1 and fhe total 

Ilodingi of such farmer shotld also be at last 51 percent of the 

collland area to he ',ssinced to the \wat c -operatives. The FE 

should sign ol bealf of tile govt and the Chairman water 

cooperatives. lnmmediately thereafter the training of I) line staff and 
,FOs officials should he cout¢Ilcted prCferahl by the training 

institutes run by the cooperation departmnt co\ering lati'icilaily 

the following items 

1. 	 mlallaCellellt of' '.ater cooperative societies. 

2. 	 daily routine work of iruiation managenent and record keeping. 

3. 	 maintaining accounts of water cooperatives. 

4. 	 M & R works to be done by water cooperatives and 

5. 	 irrigation methods and techniques of irrigated agriculture in general. 

The actual TO may be coimpleted within one year or at the most one 

aind half years. 

(viii t 	 Performance evaluation of tile objective of TO th ile basis of MOU 

Parameters should be predeternined for such evaluation of performance 

vis-a-visthe defined objectives of the TO programme. Such performance 

evaluation should be carried out at the end of every season. 

(ix) 	 Withdrawal of NGO/WALMIl/Motivators 

On the basis of tile aforesaid performance evaluation the issue regarding 

withdrawal of tile ID line stiaff/NGO/W ALMI as motivators should be 

considered. Efforts should be made to ensure that such withdrawal takes 

placc after one years work experience or at tile mo, bifore tile end of 
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IV. 	 Workshop on "Farmers Organisation of Irrigation Water Management
Experiences and Lessons Learnt"
 
(May 24-25. '94)
 

General consensus 

1. 	 The prerequisites of water co-operatives including the infrastructure 

a. 	 The Bombay Irrigation act currently in force in the state should be 
immediately modified. 

b. 	 For assuring timely water to all the canal system should be modified 
as mutually agreed after joint inspection by the farmers 
representatives and officers of the ID However it was cautioned that 
such modification works be carried out concurrently along with the 
process of registration so as to ensure that after completion of such 
modifications the members of the proposed FO do not back out 

c. 	 The training of the deptt. staff and the farmers is necessary. 

d. 	 Advantage of extension services and the media such as television, 
radio etc to be taken to spread the message. 

2. 	 The role of community organiser (CO)/Irrigation Department line 
staff/NG() 

a. 	 The role of NGO as motivator cannot be denied. However it has its 
own limitations and therefore the department viz. ID staff in general
and SO in particular will have to be trained for working as 
motivators or community organisers so as to cover all projects. 

b. 	 WALMI should t-ain ID staff and farmer leaders on large scale. 

c. 	 The catalysts or the motivators S;hould not over stay nor withdraw 
much before establishing sus.ainability of FO. Both farmers and 
I.D. 	staff need to be motivatei for working together. 

3. 	 Incentives and water rates: 

a. 	 The water rates to be levied from farmers should be decided by the 
FO and these have to be higher than those payable to the deptt. so 
that economic viability is sustained for all the time. 
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b. 	 The rates of tie deptt must be volumetric while the rates chargeable 
by tile FO to farmers may be on crop area basis or on cusec-hour 
basis. 

c. 	 The FO should be given some incentive say 20 percent for 100 
percent payment of current water dues in prescribed time limit. 

d. 	 The volumetric water rate to be decided by govt. may be different 

for different seasons. 

4. Level of FO/Arca of Operation etc. 

a. 	 The FO's should be minor wise and the CCA should preferably be 
400 to 500 ha. 

b. 	 The suggestion of having village wise FO's did not find favour. 

c. 	 There was a novel suggestion of first having a 1'ederation at 
distributory level followed by FO's at minor level and finally a union 
at the branch canal level for major projects. Such federation can 
work as motivator or a catalyst. 

5. Registration 

The participants were not against registration under the co-operative act. 
However some were in favour of only formal recognition by the I.D. for 
mono purpose FOs. 

6. Viability - Economical and Organisational 

Initially the FOs would be financially viable if the water rates to be 
charged to farmers are higher than the water rates payable to 
government. The institutional viability would depend upon the quality 
of leaders of FOs. 

7. Other Recommendations 

a. 	 It was the general consensus that there must be a firm government 
commitment for farmers participation by formation of FOs and the 
new irrigation act should be enacted or at least tile current act 
should be modified for that purpose. 
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h. The long experience of pilots though limited in extent of area isrich
enough from the point of view of variety of representativesamples. Therefore it may be advisable not waitto for more than2-3 	 years more for embarking ol large scale. 

c. 	 There should be close co-ordination between I.D. and the 
agriculture department. 

d. 	 FOs would certainly succeed where there is assurance of timely 
water. 

e. 	 Even for encouraging formation of FOs or for replication tileprinciple of equity of water allowance should be maintained. 

f. 	 Recovery of old arrears through FOs would not be possible. For the 
same reason I(X) percent recovery, of current water rates should 
he insisted and enforced. 

g. 	 The GWRDC should hand over tube wells to FOs if at least 51percent of irrigators agree to form a society and operate thetubewells themselves at their own cost. The liability of recovery ofold arrears should not be passed on to such societies. 

h. 	 Assu red supfly of power from GEB should be tied up willhresponsihility of compensation fbr failure of crops under tube wells. 

i. 	 At least 50 percent of tie local fuind cess collected from tile area
under F() should be directly passed on to FO for improving the
comllmand area roads etc. 

j. 	 At least 10 percent of M & R.grant for canals should be passed onto FO for normal maintenance of the minor and its system. 

k. 	 All incentives available under the co-operative act should be availed 
by the water co-operative also. 

1. 	 The field channels should be constructed and maintained by tile
farmers themselves at their own cost. The current government
policy should be revised immediately. The I.D. may provide only.
technical guidance. 
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Annex 0 

COMPETENCE OF IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT 

In June 1989, "The Gujarat Irrigation and Drainage Ordinance 1989" waspromulgated and then brought into force from 1st August, 1989. Some rulescalled "The Gujarat Irrigation and Drainage (Supply of Water to groups andassociations) Rules, 1989" which were immediately required forimplementation of the said ordinance were published in August 1989 forbringing into force from 1st October, 1989. 	 The State Irrigation department
was thus compelled to prepare itself and tileirrigators of all the schemes of thestate to understand, adopt and implement the new policy of irrigation in a very
very short time of three-four months only. Attempts were made to meet thischallenge by extra ordinary planned efforts from the highest levels of thedepartment the effect of which percolated and spread right down upto allirrigation sections aid also to the irrigators of all schemes of the 	 state. Brieflythe scheme of spreading the message operated for creating very prolp'y a 
strong and sustainable wave of awareness was as under: 

a) 	 Detailed instructions containing main provision of the ordinance weredrafted and circulated by the department (vide CEand JS's d.o. letter of
July 26. 1989) down to Superintending Engineer. Executive
Engineers, Deputy Executive Engineers and even to Sectional Officer and
they were advised to hold meetings in quick succession to discuss andunderstand the various provisions and be prepared for immediate 
implementation. 

b) 	 Such meetings were advised to be 	convened in following order 

i) The Chief Engineer to discuss with all Area Development 
Commissioners, Superintending Engineers. 

ii) Each Superintending Engineer to discuss with all his Executive
Engineers and Deputy Executive Engineers (The Cand ADCs each 
to attend one such meeting.) 

iii) Each Ex.Engineer to discuss with all his Dy.Ex. Engineers and
Sectional Officers (The Supt. Engineer to attend one such meeting 
of his circle). 

iv) Each Deputy Executive Engineer to discuss with all his Sectional
officers and bit Karkoons (The Ex.Engr, to attend one such meet n,
of his division.) 
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v) 	 Each sectional officer to discuss with all his bit karkoons, chowkidars 
and a few representatives of his irrigators (The Deputy Executive 
Engineer to attend one such meeting of sub-division). 

c) 	 The ADCs, SEs, and EEs,were also advised to obtain feed back regarding 
response in the meetings convened at their lower levels and pass on the 
same to the Chief Engineer and Joint Secretary so that prompt remedial 
actions can be taken. 

The above mentioned scheme worked very well and almost every one was 
geared in action for implementing the new policy. Unfortunately the said 
ordinance lapsed as it could not be converted into Act although "The Gujarat 
Irrigation and Drainage Bill 1989 was introduced in the State Legislative 
Assembly in September, 1989". The main purpose of recording such working 
experience is to establish that the irrigation department is confident and 
competent to rise to the occasion and carry out the changes in policy even at 
very short notice. In future when the said new (proposed) Irrigation and 
Drainage Act ispassed by the State Assembly and brought into force, a similar 
or perhaps still stronger and comprehensive scheme for its implementation will 
have to be designed and acted upon. 
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Annex P 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
 
GUJARAT STATE FINANCE COMMISSION (1994)
 

a. 	 There isa consensus that water rates should cover O&M expenditure and 
at least part of the long - term capital cost of irrigation projects. 

b. 	 Low water rates are regressive in nature with the indirect subsidis, -n 
flowing mostly to large farmers forming a small percentage of the total 
farming community. There is no justification for the continuance of low 
water rates as this would be unfair and iniquitous considering that the 
entire population of the state had contributed to the creation of irrigation 
facilities. 

c. 	 Low water rates lead to wasteful use of water and low capacity utilisation 
of irrigation facilities. 

d. 	 Water rates must be charged on volumietric basis in place of the present 
system of charges on the basis of area under irrigation . 

e. 	 Government should forthwith adopt the Vaidynathan Cornmittee 
recommendation on water rates for agricultural purposes and over the 
next five years, gradually increase water rates that cover O&M cost and 
5 percent return on capital invested. Water rates for commercial and 
industrial use should cover 12 percent return on capital invested. In 
calculating water rates for multi-purpose projects as per this 
recommendation, the project cost will first have to be apportioned 
between the beneficiary sectors in direct proportion to the benefits 
flowing to each sector. 

f. 	 Adoption of economic rates on volumetric basis would lead to optimal 
use of water resources and lowering of rates through improved capacity 
utilisation and higher system efficiency. 

g. 	 Distribution of water from branch canal onwards should be privatised 
through users co-operative/ssociation. NGOs, Joint Sector Company or 
private sector firms. Government's responsibility should be limited to 
reach the water upto to village level with the distribution within the 
village area being managed by farmers' bodies. 
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h. 	 Private participation in the creation of new water resource systems should 
be encouraged. Existing facilities could be privatised with the proceeds 
being used for upgrading existing systems and in the Narmada Project. 

i. 	 Minor irrigation works should be managed by user cooperatives. If these 
do not come forward, they should he transferred to the highest bidder. 

j. 	 A statutory, autonomous Board should be set up to fix and revise water 
rates at specified intervals on the basis of specific norms. 

k. 	 GWRDC should be wound up and the bore wells run by it should be 
transferred to user cooperatives. If such cooperatives do not come 
forward, they should be transferred to the highest bidder. 

i. 	 Investments should he made in the area of conservation of water and its 
optimum utilisation. In particular the traditional practice of conservation 
of rain water and adoption of dry land farming should be actively 
promoted. 

j. 	 A statutoryautonomous Board should be set up to fix and revise water 
rates at specified omterva;s pm tje basis of specific norms. 

k. 	 GWRDC should be wound up and the bore wells run by it should be 
transferred to user cooperatives. If such cooperatives do not come 
forward, they should be transferred to the highest bidder. 

j. 	 Investments should be made in the area of conservation of water and its 
optimum utilisation. In particular the traditional practice of conservation 
of rain water and adoption of dry land farming should be actively 
promoted. 
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Annex Q 

KEYNOTE ADDRESS OF THE CHIEF MINISTER OF GUJARAT (1988) 

The, then the Chief Minister of Gujarat delivered a key note address on "13th
Bhai kaka Memorial Lecture" on the subject of "Farmers participation inirrigation water management" at the second Indian Engineering Congress held 
at Hyderabad in January, 1988 under the auspicious of Institution of Enginee rs 
(India). In this address he made sonic categorical statements of policy of which 
a few important ones are as follows : 

a) 	 The first and foremost requirement for bringing about farmers'
participation is to increase the level of irrigation water rates and to levy
the same on volumetric basis. 

b) 	 Water for irrigation is one single input which can serve to provide a 
common interest for group fc,.mal;ns. 

C) 	 Conviction about the necessity to bring about a change is a must at all 
levels. 

d) 	 No where in the World, except India, government has undertaken
responsibility of making irrigation service available individually to lakhs of 
small holders of land. 

e) 	 In the initial years, massive and well coordinated effort will have to be
planned and put in for inducing farmers to manage the systems. 

f) 	 From the point of view of efficient land and water management,
hydraulic boundary determined by the canal net work 	 should be 
considered in preference to a village boundary. 

g) 	 The necessity of administrative reforms and legal "Backing for enforcing 
group 	 behaviours and discipline in irrigation water management should 
also be given due recognition. 

h) 	 In new projects, Farmers' involvement is desirable from 	 the stage ofpreliminary investigations, survey, design and planning and also
subsequent phases like construction, operation, maintenance, etc. 
throughout the life of the project. 
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i) 	 The farmers have a crucial role to play in improving the efficiency of the 
water and land. The technologies like lift. sprinkler, drip and drop 
irrigation which consume less water for same or even more production 
will have to be adopted even in command areas of canals. 

j) 	 The degree of success in achieving farmer's participation in irrigation 
management will largely depend also on assured and timely supply of 
water at all outlets. 

k) 	 Farmer's participation in large and small flow irrigation schemes run by 
government is a compelling need and necessity of the day. To bring 
about such total involvement of farmers is a joint responsibility of many 
sectors like irrigation, agriculture, public administration. cooperation. 
rural sociology and such a joint responsibility will have to be shouldered 
not only by government departments but also by non-government 
agencies and voluntary organisations through a well knit and coordinated 
preconceived action plan or strategy". 
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Annex R 

SUGGESTIONS MADE IN WORKSHOP ON 
GUJARAT STATE SYNTHESIS REPORT 

(Draft) held at WALMI, Anand on August 25, 1994. 

A. Remarks by Shri. Sanat Mehta, Chairman, SSNNL, Gandhingagr. 

(a) 	 Irrigation is multidisciplinary 

(b) 	 Water delivery system can succeed only if managed by farmers. 

(c) 	 Treat farmers as equal partners and friends. 

(d) 	 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) gives states to farmers. 

(e) 	 Farmers are ready to pay for water 

(0 Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP) has two major challenges; 
(l)Rehabilitation and (2) Water Management. 

(g) 	 Strong political backing is necessary 

(h) 	 30 Water co-operatives in Viramgan area are already framed 
eventhough SSP-water will reach this area five years hence. 

(i) 	 A special officer of Co-operation department will be appointed 
exclusively for SSP for registration of water Co-operatives tinder the 
Gujarat Co-operative Act. 

(I) 	 SSP has adopted a policy of supplying water in bulk only to group 
of farmers of each minor canal. 

(k) 	 All NGOs working in Rehabilitation can be also deployed for water 
management for which social committment is very necessary. 

(I) 	 In SSP, if water management by farmers fails, the entire project 
may fail. Therefore farmers should be trained by WALMI and 
various NGOs. 
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(m) 	 The success of the project will also depend on the collective 
performance of TAD-mix i.e. technocrats, administrators and 
democrat i.e. politicians. At the end he requested that this report 
be presented once again exclusively before a selected group of 
SSNNL officers and be finalised only thereafter. 

B. 	 Suggestions by officials of N & WRD/SSNNL ,nd dignitories of various 
NGOs. 

(a) 	 A High Power Working Group is formed at the level of High 
Power Working Group High Power Working Group Chief Secretary. 
A policy resolution on Participatory Water Management (PWM ) is 
in the offing. A model MOW isalso under active consideration of 
government. Few pilot projects for PWM are selected by the 
standing committee formed with Secretary (WRD) as chairman to 
assist the working group. 

(b) 	 In the ultimate phase, privatisation of irrigation projects willhave to 
be accepted for maximising the direct and indirect benefits. 

(c) 	 The department should give mandate to its staff and also some 
incentives for good work. Government staff may even be sent to 
NGOs on deputation. Government should assist NGOs for 
engaging motivators for FOs. 

(d) 	 The extension services of Agriculture Department may be utilised 
in command areas for formation of water co-operatives. 

(e) 	 The irrigation water rates should be on volumetric basis only and 
they should be high enough to recover at least the O&M cost. 
Water should be supplied in bulk only to groups of farmers and 
jointly measured as precisely as practicable. Volumetric water rate 
will reduce wastage and ensure equity. 

(f) 	 Conjunctive use of ground and surface waters should also be 
promoted along with farmers' organisations (F.Os). 

(g) 	 Superintending Engineers should be given full powers to implement 
government policy. 

(h) 	 Even for water deficit projects, formal FOs will be found useful in 
the long run. 
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(i) 	 ISPAN may suggest HRD programme details. 

(j) Some legal powers should be given to irrigation officers to sort out 
disputes and settle claims of compensation. 

(k) 	 Some staff willing to work for the new approach should be selected 
and encouraged to create modelgood for others to follow. 

(1) 	 The system of Rotational Water Supply (RWS) should be 
specifically stipulated in the new Irrigation Act. The MOU should 
provide for closure of canals in case of perennial irrigation schemes. 

(in) 	 Field channels should be constructed and maintained by farmers at 
their own cost. This will reduce hardships regarding land acquisition
and right of way over and above inculcating the sense of ownership 
of the system. 

(n) 	 Measuring devices should be installed in order to convince farmers 
about supply of water in bulk at various levels of canal system. 

(o) 	 The FOs will in future promote drip and sprinkler systems which an 
individual farmer can not afford. In the long run, this will help in 
reducing the gap between the total cultivable land of the state and 
the current estimate of providing irrigation through all sources. 

(p) 	 The report should sharply focus how an individual farmer will 
benefit by joining FO, and how does FO benefit by volmetric 
water rate. Volumetric supply gives freedom regarding choice of 
crop. 

(q) 	 Even for tribal areas, family welfare approach is not 'a must' for 
promoting FOs. 

(r) 	 Irrigation staff performance should be evaluated in terms of work 
done for forming FOs. 

(s) 	 Management Information System (MIS) should cover institution 
building also. A major change in values will have to be brought
about by reorienting the attitudes. 

(t) 	 Different Water rates (on volumetric basis) may be provided for 
new projects- very recently completed or new projects (like SSP). 
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(Li) 	 Small units of willing siaff members should be formed and deployed 
for producing good models of FOs. Such units can he tusCd in 
many project areas, one by one. The effect of such work will spread 
and motivate others also to join or form such groups. 

(v) 	 Some priority or preference in water allowance should be given to 
members of FO as an incentive. 

(w) 	 M & R grant for minors to be given to FOs should be adequate. 
Rs. 20 per hector as suggested is not enough. 

x) 	 Adequate funds should be earmarked for modification of 
infrastructure of canals tnder CAD programme. Canals should be 
made capable of delivering the required discharge. 

(v) 	 All the suggestions regarding FO/OPC/TO may be tried out on a 
full project of medium size as an R & D effort. Instead of only FOs 
try to develop Water Users' Associations (WUA). 

(z) 	 In order to facilitate passing of the new Irrigation Bill or some 
important amendments of the existing act by the State Legislative 
Assembly. the same may be initially discussed jointly in the 
consultative Committees of MILAs for N and WRD. 
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Figure 1: Agro-Climatie Regions of Gujarat 
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Figure 2. 

Typical distribution system 
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Figure 3. Organisation Chart 
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Figure 4. Organogram for management of Irrigation Command 
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Figure.5. Index Map of Mahi Irrigation Project 
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Figure 6. Index Map of Ukai-Kakrapar Irrigation Project 
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Figure 7. Flow Chart of Process of Formation of FO 
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